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Abstract
During the last decade Levy processes and other processes with jumps 
have become increasingly popular for modeling market fluctuations, both 
for risk management and option pricing purpose. In this thesis, we focus 
on investigating the approximate solutions for stochastic differential delay 
equations with jumps. The results include self-contained proof of moment 
bounds, the rate of convergence under a local Lipchitz condition, convergence 
in probability under nonlinear growth condition, and the minimal relative 
entropy martingale measure for a stochastic delay model.
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Introduction
Mathematics develops fast in light of the needs of modern financial market 
and investment. There is a wide range of fascinating questions in under­
standing financial systems. Stochastic processes of importance in finance are 
developed in concert with the tools of stochastic calculus that are methods to 
solve problems of practical importance. With the development mathematical 
models, many financial problems are solved by mathematical tools, especially 
the stochastic differential equations (SDE). Levy processes provide a conve­
nient framework to model those empirical observations adequately both in 
the Teal’and in the ‘risk-neutral’world, because their sample paths can have 
jumps and the generating distribution can be fat-tailed and skewed.
The importance of stochastic differential delay equations (SDDEs) de­
rives from the fact that many of the phenomena witnessed around us do not 
have an effect immediately. However, there is seldom an explicit formula for 
the solution of an SDDEs, as a result, several numerical schemes have been 
developed to produce approximate solutions, for example E.Buckwar [3], [4], 
[5], and X.Mao [32], [34], [35], [36].
In chapter 2, we show that, given a stochastic differential equation with 
jumps corresponding to a bounded Levy measure v, the Euler-Maruyama ap­
proximations converge strongly to the exact solution under a global Lipchitz 
condition as well as under a local Lipchitz condition. An explicitly formula
7
for the convergence rate under a local Lipchitz condition is given. We also 
investigate the convergence under nonlinear growth condition.
We consider the stochastic differential delay equation of the form
In chapter 3, using the quadric form of a pure jump process [38], we present 
a self-contained proof of the p—th moment bounds. A proof that the Euler- 
Maruyama method as well as Stochastic Theta method strongly converge to 
the exact solution will be presented. We also obtain the rate of the strong 
convergence under a local Lipschitz condition and a linear growth condition,
i.e., if the local Lipschitz constants for balls of radius R are supposed to grow 
not faster than log R.
In chapter 4, consider the stochastic differential delay equation with 
jumps under more weaker conditions i.e., a local Lipchitz condition but non­
linear growth. We prove that the solution is unique, and the approximations 
converge to the exact solution in probability.
In chapter 5, we apply such equation to finance. Consider a stock price 
process given by
We then present the set of martingale measures under which the discounted 
process is a martingale. Using the Esscher transform and minimum relative 
entropy, we find a optimal martingale measure for this stochastic delay model.
dX{t) =  a (X (t) , X (S(t)))dt +  a (X (t), X (5(t)))dB(t)
dS(t) = a S (t  — r)S (t)d t +  S(t~) [  -  r )~ ,z )N (d t,d z )
Chapter 1
Prelim inaries
In this chapter, we aim to introduce some notations used throughout this 
thesis and collect some preliminary results needed in further chapters. We 
quote the results and refer to Applebaum [1], Cont and Tankov [8], Ikeda 
[19], Klebaner [25], 0ksendal [37] and Protter [40].
1.1 Definition of Levy processes and related  
results
Suppose we are given a complete probability space P ) with a filtra­
tion CF)t>0. By a filtration we mean a family of cr—algebras (J7) ^  that is 
increasing, i.e., T s C  Tt if s < t.
D efin ition  1 .1 .1 . (cf. Protter [40]) A filtered complete space (O ,^7, V, {T )t>o) 
is said to satisfy the usual hypotheses if
1. F0 contains all the V-null sets of T ;
2. J-t =  n u>/J7u, for all 0 < t < oo, that is, the filtration (J-)t>o is right 
continuous.
We always assume that the usual hypotheses hold.
D efinition 1.1.2. (cf. Protter [40]) Let (0, T , V , (Ft)t>o) he a filtered prob­
ability space. An Ft adapted process X  = X t with X 0 = 0 a.s. is a Levy 
process if
(i) X  has independent increments; that is, X t — X s is independent of F s,
0 < 5 <  t < oo;
(ii) X  has stationary increments; i.e., X t — X s has the same distribution as
X t-s , 0 < 5 < t < oo;
(iii) X t is continuous in probability; that is, limt_+aXt =  X s, where the limit 
is taken in probability.
It is well-know that Brownian motion B(t) and a Poisson process N (t, z) 
have stationary and independent increments. Thus B(t) and N (t,z )  are two 
Levy processes.
T heorem  1.1.1. (cf. Protter [40]) Let X t be Levy process. There exists a 
unique modification Yt of X t which is cadlag and which is also a Levy process.
T heorem  1.1.2. (L evy  decom position  0ksendal and Sulem [37]). Let X t 
be a Levy processes. Then X t has the decomposition
is the compensated Poisson random measure of X t, where v(dz) is the Levy 
measure of X t , and B (t) is an independent Brownian motion. Note the pro­
cess
( i . i )
for some constants a G R, (3 G M, R  E [0, oo]. Here
N (t,d z) = N (t,d z) — v(dz)t ( 1 .2 )
M t := N (t,z )  is a martingale. (1.3)
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I f  a = 0 and R  = oo, we call X t a Levy martingale.
Theorem  1.1.3. (T he  L e v y -K h in tc h in e  fo r m u la  0ksendal and Sulem 
[37]). Let X t be a Levy process with Levy measure v, such that f R m in(l, x 2)v{dx) <
oo. Then
E{eiuXt} =  e ~ ^ {u\
where
^(u ) = — iau  +  f (1 -  e%ux)v(dx) + f  (1 -  elux +  iux)i/(dx).
*/|a;> l| J \ x \ < l
Moreover, given v, a2, a the corresponding Levy process is unique in distri­
bution.
1.2 M artingales
Martingales play a central role in the modern theory of stochastic processes 
and stochastic calculus.
D efinition 1.2.1. (cf. Cont and Tankov [8]) A cadlag process (X t)t>o is 
said to be a martingale if X t is adapted to a filtration {T)i>0, E |X t | is finite 
for any t > 0 and for all s > t,
E [ X a\Ft] = X t.
A  special role in the theory of integration is played by square integrable 
martingales.
D efinition 1.2.2. (cf. Klebaner [25]) A process X t is square integrable if 
supi>0 E[Xt2] < oo. I f  X t is considered on a finite time interval 0 < t < T, 
then it is square integrable if  sup0<i<TE[X2] < oo. I f  X t is a martingale and 
is square integrable, then it is called a square integrable martingale.
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T heorem  1.2.1. (M a rtin g a le  C onvergence T h eorem  Protter [40]) I f  
X t, is an integrable martingale, that is, if  supt>0 E |X t | < 0 0 , then there exists 
an almost sure limit
lim X t = Yt—> 00
and Y  is an integrable random variable.
Note tha t expectations E [Xt] may or may not convergence to the expec­
tation of the limit E [Y] .
We often have to deal with events happening at random times. A random 
time is nothing else than a positive random variable T  > 0 which represents 
the time at which some event is going to take place.
D efinition 1.2.3. (cf. Protter [40]) A random variable T  : Q —> [0 ,00] is a 
stopping time i f  the event {T  < t} G T t, for every t, 0 < t < 0 0 .
The most interesting examples of stopping times are hitting times: given 
a non-anticipating cadlag process X t , the hitting time of an open set A is 
defined by the first time when X t reaches A:
Ta = inf{£ > 0 ,  X t G A}.
A  key application of these concepts is in providing the following random 
time version of the martingale property.
T heorem  1.2.2. (D oob’s O p tiona l S to p p in g  T h eo rem  Protter [40]) I f  
X t is a cadlag martingale and S  and T  are bounded stopping times for which 
S  < T  a.s., then X s  and X t  are both integrable, with
n X T\ f s ] = X s a.s..
Another useful generalisation of the martingale concept that we will use 
extensively is that of a local martingale.
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D efin ition  1.2.4. (cf. Protter [40]) An adapted, cadlag process X t is a local 
martingale if  there exists a sequence of increasing stopping times, Tn, with 
lim ^oo Tn =  oo a.s., such that X tATnl{Tn>o} is a uniformly integrable martin­
gale for each n. Such a sequence Tn of stopping times is called a fundamental 
sequence.
Different martingales can be constructed from Levy processes by the fact 
tha t they have independent increments. The following proposition shows 
some relations between Levy processes and martingales.
P ro p o sitio n  1 .2 .1 . (cf. Cont and Tankov [8]) Let (Xt)t>o be a real-valued 
process with independent increments. Then
iX,
1. ^ Ep uxtj j  is a martingale for all u € R.
2. I f  for some u G l ,  and all t > 0 it holds E [eJuXt] < oo then is 
a martingale.
3. I f E [ X t] < oo for all t > 0 then Mt = X t — E[Xt] is a martingale, and 
also a process with independent increments.
I f  X t is a Levy process, for all of the processes introduced in this proposition 
to be martingales it suffices that the corresponding moments are finite for one 
value of t .
1.3 Sem i-m artingales and quadratic variation
D efin ition  1.3.1. (cf. Klebaner [25]) A regular adapted cadlag process is a 
semi-martingale if it can be represented as a sum of two processes: a local 
martingale Mt and a process of finite variation A t,
Xt — *o +  Mt +  At,
13
with M0 = A q =  0.
The classical examples of semi-martingales are Poisson processes, Brow­
nian motion, and more generally all Levy processes.
We list some examples of semi-martingale.
1. Each adapted process with cadlag paths of finite variation on compacts 
(of finite total variation) is a semi-martingale.
2. Each L2—martingale with cadlag paths is a semi-martingale.
3. Each cadlag, locally square integrable, local martingale is a semi-martingale.
4. A local martingale with continuous paths is a semi-martingale.
5. A decomposable process is a semi-martingale.
The quadratic variation process of a semi-martingale, also known as the 
square bracket process, is a simple object that nevertheless plays a funda­
mental role.
Definition 1.3.2. (cf. Klebaner [25]) Let X, Y  be semi-martingales. The 
quadratic variation process of X, denoted [X, X] = ([X, X])*>o is defined by
n—1
[ x ,x ] ( =  iim y ] ( x ( ^ +I) - x ( ( " ) ) 2,
n—*0
i = 0
where {tf}]l=o is a partition of the interval [0 , t] and the limit is in probability 
when 5n = maxj(f"+i — t”) —> 0. The quadratic covariation of X, Y , also 
called the square bracket process of X, y, is defined by
71—1




It is clear that the operation (X, Y )  —> [X , Y] is bilinear and symmetric. 
We therefore have a polarization identity
[*. Y ] = 1- ( [ X  + Y , X  + Y } -  [X, X\  -  [Y, K]).
It is known that the quadratic variation of Brownian motion B(t)  is [B, B](t) = 
t and of a Poisson process N(t,  z) is [TV, N](t) = N(t ,  z).
P ro p o sitio n  1.3.1. (cf. Protter [40]) Let X , Y  be two locally square inte­
grable local martingales. Then [X, Y] is the unique adapted cadlag process A 
with paths of finite variation on compacts satisfying the two properties:
• X Y  — A is a local martingale;
• A A  = A X  A  Y, Ao =  X0y0-
P ro p o sitio n  1.3.2. (cf. Protter [40]) Let X  be a local martingale. Then X  
is a martingale with E[Xf2] < oo, for all t > 0, if and only if  E{[X, X]*} < oo, 
for all t > 0 . I f R { [ X , X ] t} < oo, then E[Xf\  = E { [X ,X ]J .
P ro p o sitio n  1.3.3. (cf. Protter [40]) Let X  be a continuous local martin­
gale. Then X  and [X, X] have almost surely the same intervals of constancy.
D efin ition  1.3.3. (cf. Klebaner [25]) Suppose that a filtration (^))o<t<r is 
given. A process X t is called predictable (with respect to the filtration) if for 
each t, X t is T t- i -measurable, that is, the value of the process X  at time t is 
determined by the information up to and including time t — 1.
D efin ition  1.3.4. (cf. Klebaner [25]) Let X t be an adapted process of inte­
grable or locally integrable variation. Its compensator A t is the unique pre­
dictable process such that Mt = X t — A t is a local martingale.
Now, we arrive at another important definition of quadratic variation
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D efin ition  1.3.5. (cf. Klebaner [25]) The sharp bracket (or conditional 
quadratic variation) ( X , X )  process of a semi-martingale X  is the compen­
sator of [X , X](t), that is, it is the unique predictable process that makes
into a local martingale.
Let Xt be a Poisson process with intensity A, the conditional quadratic 
variation ( X , X ) t = Xt. However, Let X t be a Brownian motion the condi­
tional quadratic variation { X , X ) t = [X,X}t =  t.
T h eo rem  1.3.1. (cf. Klebaner [25]) I f  X t is a continuous semi-martingale 
with integrable quadratic variation, then ( X , X ) t = [X, X] t .
T h eo rem  1.3.2. (cf. Klebaner [25]) L e t X t be a square integrable martingale. 
Then the sharp bracket process (X , X ) t is the unique predictable increasing 
process for which
is a martingale.
1.4 Ito ’s formula
We call a stochastic process an Ito-Levy process if it has the Levy decompo­
sition (see Theorem 1.1.2) and its differential version is given by
T h eo rem  1.4.1. (T he  l td  fo r m u la  0ksendal and Sulem [37]). Suppose 
X(t )  e l  is an Ito-Levy process of the form
\ X , X ] ( t ) - ( X , X ) ( t )




N(d t , dz)
N(dt ,dz)  — v(dz)dt, if \z\  < R;
N(dt , dz)
for some R  G [0, oo]. Let f  G C2(M2) and define Y(t)  = f ( t ,X( t ) ) .  Then
E xam ple  1.4.1. (T h e  l td  iso m e try  0ksendal and Sulem [37]). Let X t be 
a real-valued Ito-Levy process with X 0 =  0 and a = 0. Then
provided that the right hand side is finite.
1.5 Some useful inequalities
In this section, we present some useful inequalities.
T h eo rem  1.5.1. (H o ld e r ’s inequa lity  Applebaum [1]). Let p,q  > 1 be
such that 1/p +  1 [q =  1. Let f  G LP(S) and g G LP(S) and define (f , g ) : 
S  —► R by (f , g ) ( x ) =  ( f (x) ,g(x))  for all x G S. Then {f ,g)  G L 1 (S) and we
Y (t ) is again an Ito-Levy process and
dY(t )  = ^ f ( t , X ( t ) ) d t  + j I ( t , X ( t ) )  [a(t,w)dt + 0(t,<j)dB(t)]
+  z P 2( t , w ) - z - 2 ( t , X ( t ) ) d t
+ /  { / ( -^ ^ ( 0  +  z)) -  f ( t ,  XU))
J\z\<R
v{dz)dt




T h eo rem  1.5.2. (D oob’s m a rtin g a le  in eq u a lity  Protter [40]). I f ( X t ) t>0 
is a martingale, then for any p > 1 ,
E sup |XS|P
0 < s < t
< q pE[ \ Xt \p],
where 1 /p  + \ /q  = I.
T h eo rem  1.5.3. (B u rkh o ld er-D a v is -G u n d y  in eq u a lity  Protter [40]). 
Let X t be a martingale with cadlag paths and let p > 1 be fixed, and T  a 
finite stopping time. Then there exist constants cp and Cp such that for any 
X t
CpEjiX .X]?/2} < e |  sup \XtA  < C Pe { [ X , X $ 2} .
The constants are universal: they do not depend on the choice of X t .
T h eo rem  1.5.4. (G ro n w a ll’s ineq u a lity ). Let [a, 6] C  R be a closed 
interval and a , P : [a, b] —> M be a non-negative with a bounded and p
integrable. I f  there exists C  > 0 such that, for all t G [a, 6],
c*(t) < C + (  a(s)P(s)ds,
J a
then we have
a(l) < C exp P(s)ds
for all t G [a, 6].
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Chapter 2 
Approxim ate solutions of 
stochastic differential equations 
with jum ps
2.1 Introduction
Consider the following stochastic differential equations (SDE) driven by a 
jump process and Brownian motion
dX(t)  = a(X{t))dt  + <r(X(t))dB{t)+ [  7 ( X { r ) , z ) N ( d t tdz) (2 .1)
J R n
where X(t~)  denotes lims_ t-X (s ) , a : Rn —> Rn, a : E n —> M.nxd and 
7  : Mn x —> Rnxm. B{t), N( t , z )  are standard Brownian motion and a 
compensated Poisson process respectively. Let {Ft}t>o5 P) be a com­
plete probability space with a filtration {^Ft}t>o satisfying the usual condi­
tions. Let | • | denote the Euclidean norm for vectors or the trace norm for 
matrices. Further we require that the measure with respect to the compen­
sated Poisson process is bounded. As a standing hypothesis we assume that
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a, a and 7  are sufficiently smooth so that Eq. (2.1) has a unique solution.
For a given constant stepsize A t > 0, let tn = nA t. We want to compute 
the discrete approximations Yn ^  X ( t n) by setting Y0 = X 0 and forming
Yn+i =  Yn +  a(Yn)A t  +  cr(Yn)A B n +  f  ^{Yn, z ) A N n{t,dz). (2 .2 )
JRn
Here A Bn = B (tn+1) -  B( tn) and A Nn = N ( t n+i,z)  -  N ( t n,z).  Let
Y(t)  = Yn for t £ [ t n, tn+i)
and define a continuous time Euler-Maruyama approximation Y(t)  by
Y(t)  =  F0+  /  a ( y ( 5-))d s+  f  a (Y(s- ) )dB(s )+ f  [  j {Y{s~) ,  z)N(ds,
J o  J o  J o  J mn
(2.3)
We notice that the Burkholder inequality can not give bounds of jumps 
straightforward, therefore an explicit method for p — th moment bounds is 
shown in section 2. In section 3, we prove that the Euler-Maruyama method 
convergence strongly if the coefficients function are either global or local Lip­
schitz continuous. In section 4, we focus on the convergence rate. We show 
that the convergence rate is one half under local Lipschitz condition with a 
special coefficient (Theorem 2.4.1). A convergence in probability theorem is 
proved in section 5.
2.2 M om ents bound property
In this section, we shall state a lemma which gives an estimate for the mo­
ments of the exact solution and the approximate solution. Generally speak­
ing, in case p = 2 we can use the Ito isometry and the Burkholder-Davis- 
Gundy inequality to estimate the moments, however, a p-th (p > 2) moment
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bound is non-trivial, because we can not apply the Burkholder-Davis-Gundy 
inequality for jump terms to get the result straightforward.
L em m a 2 .2 .1 . Assume that the coefficients a, cr, 7  satisfy the linear growth 
condition,
(LG) There exists a constant h > 0 such that
P m
||cr(:r)||2+ |a (:r) |2+  /  V ] \ j {k)(x, z)\2vk(dzk) < h (l+ \x \2) for all x  G
k= l
Then for any p > 2 there are constants and K 2 such that the exact 
solution and the approximate solution of (2 .1) satisfy
E sup \Y(t)\p
0 < t < T
VE sup \X{t)\p
0 < t < T
< K ,eTK\
where K \ and K 2 are constants depending only on h, T, xq and K p.
R em ark  2 .2 .1 . We note that u = {vi,--- , vn) is the Levy measure, and 
moreover, i f  N(d,t, dz) is a standard Poisson process, then N(dt,  dz) =  N(dt,  dz)- 
i/(dz)dt. Each column 7 ^  of the n x m matrix 7  =  [7^] depends on z only 
through the k th coordinate zk, i.e.
7 (fc)(x,z) =  7 {k]{x,zk)\ z = (zi r -- , zm) G, ( k )
P ro o f. Using the integral form of (2 .1), we obtain
-1 |zo|p +  
+
a ( X ( s  ))ds + a(X(s~))dB(s)
°f(X(s ) , z )N(ds ,dz)
pi
Applying Holder’s inequality gives
E sup \X(t)\p
0 < t < T
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< 4P-1 ||A '(0 ) |P + T P~1E  |a ( ^ ( s " ) ) |pds
+  E sup 
0 < t < T
+  E sup
0 < t < T
a(X(s~))dB{s)
p i
7 (X(s ) , z )N(ds ,dz)
p i
(2.4)
The continuous term is trivial, by Burkholder’s inequality (cf. Protter [40]) 
and using the Holder inequality we compute that
E sup
0 < t < T
pt f r
/  a{X(s- ) )dB(s)  < CPE /  |a (X (s - ) ) | 2
J o  J L J  0
ds
where C„ = \ q p ( p(~p0 ^
< c pr ? _1E
with i  +  - = 1.
P Q
[  W(X(s-)) \»ds  
Jo
(2.5)
'p -  i <r i 2
We need pay more attention to the jump term, since the Burkholder 
inequality can not give the nice result as we required. In the computations 
below, we take a recursive technique and the constant Kp depends only on p 
and varies from line to line. Let
drj(t) := f  ' y(X(s~) ,z)N(ds,dz) ,
J Kn
from the definition of the quadratic covariation (cf. 0ksendal and Sulem 
[37]), using the integration by parts formula we compute
7 2(X(s ) , z )v (dz )dt+ 7 2(X(s ) , z)N(ds,dz) .
Applying Burkholder-Davis-Gundy’s (cf. Protter [40]) inequality we have
E sup
0 < t < T
= E sup
0 < t < T




< CPE f  d[v,v]i
JO
and then we arrive at
E sup
o< t<T
7 (A(s ), z )N(ds,dz)
< 2 2 “ 1CpE
0 ./Rn
|7 (A (s ),z )| v(dz)ds
+ 2 i- 'C pV ,{ f  [  \~/(X(s-),z)\2 N(ds,dz)
[ J o  J  Rn
We apply the Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequality again to the second term 
on the right hand side above to obtain
»T
E ( /  [  |7 (X (S- ) ,z ) |2 iV (A ,^ ) 
[ J o  j  Rn
< 2*-'C„E \ l { X (s ),z)\*iz(dz)dt.
+ 2 5 -1C „ e (  f  f  \7 {X{s~),z) \4N(dt ,dz)  
I Jo JRn
We continue recursively, which yields
E sup
0 < t < T
7 ( x ( s  ) , z) N(ds , dz)
< y ' 212p(1- ? )(Cp)iE {  [ T [  |7 (X (s - ) ,2 )|2V(dz)rf5 
l=1 [ J o  J  Kn
+ 2 -h2p(1-& C £ E i  I I \ j (X(s~) , z ) \2'N(dt ,dz) (2 .6)
We see tha t when p = 2n, for the second term above, choosing n = i + 1, by 
the Ito isometry, we have
E f  (  I tW *  ) ,z)\2%N(dt ,dz)  = E  [  (  |7 ( ^ ( s  ) ,z) \P v(dz)ds.
Jo J Rn J Jo J Rn
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Moreover, all moments of order less than 2n can be controlled by higher order 
moment, which follows form Holder’s inequality, i.e. E|X T | < (E |X |p)1//p(E |y |<7)1/9 
for p > 1, 1 Ip +  1/q = 1.
On the other hand, for any bound measure v , by Holder inequality, we 
derive
7 (X(s- ) , z )v(dz)  < (*/(Mn))^  [  \^{X{s~),z)\pu{dz).
J R71
Now we compute the first term of (2.6)
^ 2 i2'>(I-? )(C'p)iE (^  y j 7 W O , z ) f ^ ) < i s ) 2’
< ^ 2 i2p(1“? , (Cf, )T * “1E j  I J  |7 (X (s-),z )|2V (d z ) l2’ ds
k 2% T
< V 2 i2p(1^ )(Cp)ir i “V ( l n) ) r IE [  [  \ 'y(X(s-),z)\p v(dz)ds,
~ ~ i  J o  J m n
1 =  1
let
K p = Y ^ 2 l2p{1~¥ ) (Cp)iT $ - l (is(Rn) ) $ - 1 + 2  £ _1CP,
i = l
and by the linear growth condition, we arrive at
E sup
0 < t < T
l ( X ( s  ) , z )N(ds ,dz) \p < K phE [  [1 +  |X (s - ) |p]ds. 
J o
(2.7)
Therefore, combining (2.4), (2.5) and (2.7), we have 
E sup \X{t)\p
0 < t < T
<  4p_1|x0|p +  4p- 1h(T p~1 +  K P +  C p T '" 1)E  f  [1 +  | X ( s - ) | p]rfs
J o
)xo\p + T h(T p~1 + KP + CpT i - ' )
4p- 1h(Tp- 1 + Kp + CpT^-1) f  e (  sup |X (u -) |p} d s




~ K i + K 2 [  E sup \X(s~)\pdt.
J o  0 < s < t'0
The well-known Gronwall inequality (see Higham [15]) gives the result as 
required. The same argument for Y,  we then complete the proof. □
2.3 Strong convergence under a Lipschitz con­
dition
In this section, we shall discuss the strong convergence of the approximate 
solution to the exact solution under a Lipschitz condition
2.3.1 C onvergence under a global Lipschitz condition
The following condition is called global Lipschitz condition 
(GL) There exists a constant L > 0 such that 
\\a(x) -  cr(y) | |2 +  |a(a;) -  a(y ) |2
m „
+ T ]  /  \ l {k){x,zk) - 7 {k\ y , z k)\2vk(dzk) < L \ x - y \ 2
k=i
(2 .8)
for all x , y G Mn .
Theorem  2.3.1. Under the global Lipschitz condition (GL) it holds 
E sup |X( t )  -  Y ( t ) |2 < 6LTC( At ) ( T  + S)e6LT(T+s)
0 < t < T
where C is a constant independent of A t.
In order to prove this theorem, we need the following lemma.
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L em m a 2.3.1. For any t € [<&, t*+i],
E sup |y (s) — y ( s ) |2 < (3At + 24)ftA((l +  K 2eTK*) := C (/\t)
tk<t<tk +1
where h is a constant independent of A t, and K i, K 2 are defined as in Lemma 
2 . 2 . 1.
P roo f. Applying Doob’s martingale inequality we obtain 
E sup \Y(s) -  T (s ) |2 =  E sup |(* -  tk)a(Yk) + <r(Yk)(B (i) -  B( t k))
t k < t < t k + l
+  /  i ( Y k,z)[N(t ,dz) -  N ( t k,dz)]\
IKT
< 3(Ai)2E sup |a(yfc)|2 + 12(A«)E|o-(Vfc) |2
tk<t<tk+1
+  3E sup
tk<t<tk+1





Note that N(t,  z) is a martingale, therefore we may apply Doob’s martingale 
inequality and the Ito isometry to estimate the last term, which yields
[  7 (Yk, z ) [ N ( t , d z ) - N ( t k,dz)]
JRn
< 4 E  I 'y(Yk, z )[N(t i d z ) - N ( t k,dz)]
j R n
= 4AtE  (  \ j (Yk,z)\2v(dz).
J R n
Substituting this estimate into (2.9), and using the linear growth condition 
we obtain
E sup |Y(s)  -  r ( s ) |2 < (3At +  24)/iA£E(l +  \Yk\2),
t k < t < t k + i
and the lemma is proven. □
P ro o f  o f T h eo rem  2.3.1. Assume V'(O) =  X(0). From the identity
X(t )  = X ( 0 ) + [  a ( X ( s ~ ) ) d s +[  a(X(s~))dB(s)+ f  f  ' y(X{s~) , z)N(dt ,dz) t
r0 JO JO J R n
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E sup |X( t )  — Y(t )  f
o < t < T
= E sup
0 < t < T
[  [a(X (5 ) ) - a ( Y { s  ))]ds 
Jo
+  /  - ^ ( y ( s _))]dB(s)
Jo
+  [  [  [ ' y{X(s~) , z ) - ' y (Y(s~)1z)]dN(dt,dz)  
Jo J Rn
r t  \
< 3TE sup / |<a(X(s )) — a(Y(s~)) \2ds
0 < t < T J o
+  3E sup
0 < t < T
+  3E sup
0 < t < T
f [ a ( X { s - ) )  -  o{Y{s-))]dB{s)  
Jo
[7 (x(s ) , z ) - 7 (y (s  ) , z ) ] : ; [ ^ d z )
0 JRn
For the first term of (2.10), applying condition (2.8), we obtain 
E sup f  |a(X (s~)) — ot(Y(s~))\2ds
0 < t < T J o
= E sup f  |a (X (s- )) — Qf(y(s- )) +  o;(y(5- )) — a(V"(s' 
o < t < T  J o
< 2E sup [  |a (X (s- )) — a ( y ( s - )) |2<is
0 < t < T  J o
+  2E sup f  |a (y (s~ )) - a ( y ( s “ ))|2d5 
o < t < T  J o
< 2LE sup [  \ X { t - ) - Y ( t ~ ) \ 2ds + 2LTC{At).
0 < t < T  J q
For the second term, Doob’s inequality gives
E sup
0 < t < T
f [ a { X ( s - ) ) - a { Y { s - ) ) \ d B { s )
Jo
^
< 8LE /  \X(t~) -  Y ( r ) \ 2ds + 8LTC(At)
Jo
< 8 i E  sup [  \ X ( r ) - Y ( t ~ ) \ 2ds + 8LTC(At). (2.12)
0 < t < T J o
For the last term, we note that N(t , z )  is a martingale, then we apply Doob’s 
martingale inequality and the Ito isometry (cf. 0ksendal and Sulem [37])
E sup
o < t< T
f [ [7(^(5 ) , z ) - ' y ( Y ( s  ), z)]N(ds, dz)
J 0  J K 71
[ f [7 (^ (5 ') , z) -  7 (Y(s~),z)]N(ds,dz)
Jo J Rn
=  4E /  [  |7 (X (s“ ),z) -  j ( Y ( s~) , z ) \ 2v(dz)ds
Jo J Rn
< 4E
< 8E |7 (X(s ), 2) — 7 ( y (5 ) ,z) \2v(dz)ds
ro
+  8E / / |7 (V(s ),z) - 7 (y (s  ) , z ) \v (dz )ds
Jo JRn
< 8 LE I  |X{t~) -  f ( r ) | 2ds +  8LTC(At )
Jo
< 8 LE sup I \ X ( t - ) - Y ( t ~ ) \ 2ds + 8LTC(At) .
0< t< T  Jo
Together with (2.11), (2.12), it follows that
(2.13)
E sup \X(t)-Y{t)\2 < 6 t ( T + 8)E sup / \ X ( r ) - Y ( r ) \ 2ds+6LTC(At)(T+8),
0 <t<T o<t<rJo
and the result follows from the Gronwall inequality (see Mao [33]). □
2.3.2 Convergence under a local Lipschitz and a linear 
G rowth C ondition
In Section 2.3.1, we have shown the strong convergence of the Euler method 
under a global Lipschitz condition. But in many situations the coefficients
are only locally Lipschitz continuous. It is therefore useful to establish the 
strong convergence of the Euler method under a local Lipschitz condition. 
By a local Lipschitz condition we mean:
(LL) For each R e  N, there exists a constant LR such that
m p
\ \a(x)-a(y)\ \2-{-\a{x)-a(y)\2-\-y2 /  \ l (x >zk)-'y{y,Zk)\2Vk(dzk) < LR\x - y \2,
k=i J*n
(2.14)
for all |.t|, \y\ < R.
Theorem  2.3.2. Under the local Lipschitz condition (LL) and the linear 
growth condition (LG), we define as before the continuous extension of the 
Euler scheme by
Z(t) =  Z0-h [  a[Z(s~))ds-{- f  cr(Z(s~))dB(s)+ f  f  7 (Z(s~),z )N(ds,dz),
J 0  Jo Jo J ru
where Z0 = X 0. Then it follows that
lim E sup \Z(t) ~ X ( t ) \ 2 =  0
A t —+0 0  <t<T
Proof. We define the stopping times
t r  = inf{t > 0 : \Z{t)\ > R}, pR = inf{i > 0 : |X (i)| > R}
and write dR = tr A pR.
Recall Young’s inequality: for r -1 +  q~1 = 1 and all a,b,5 > 0
ab < - a r + - f r bq.
r q5q/r
Thus, for any S > 0,





sup |Z(t) ~  X{t) \21{tr>TiPr>t}
0 < t < T
+  E sup \ Z ( t )  — X ( t ) \ 2I {TR<T or pR<T}
0 <t <T
sup \Z{t A Or ) -  X ( t A 6 R)\2I {oR>T}




sup \Z(t) — X( t ) \p
0 < t < T
1 — 2 / p _ , _
+  j2/(p—2) p (r fl < T  or pR < T).
P
From Lemma 2.2.1, we deduce that
\ X ( t r )\p
(2.15)
W(tr < T ) =  E
R p
< — E 
~  Rp
sup \X(t)\p
0 < t < T
< K \e K2
R p
A similar result can be derived for pR, so that 
P( tr < T  or pR < T) <
2K\eK2
R p
Also from the moment bounds see Lemma 2.2.1, we have
E sup |Z(t) — X( t ) \p
0 < 1 < T
These bounds give
< 2P~1 ( E sup \Z{t)\p
0 > t < T
+  E sup \X(t)\p
0 > t < T
< 2pK ,eKl.
E sup IZ{t) -  X { t ) I2 <  E sup IZ(t  A eR) -  X ( t  A 0fi) |2
0 < t < T  0 < t < T
2p+1SKjeK2 2(p -  2)ft'ieK2 
p pS2^ p- 2>Rr’





\ Z ( t A 6 R) - X ( t A 6 R)\2
ptAdft pt-AOji
/  a ( Z ( s ~ ) ) - a { X ( s - ) ) d s +  /  <t ( Z { s ~) )  -  a(X{s~))dB(s)
J o  J o
[  [  7 (Z(s~),z)  - ' y ( X ( s ~ ) }z)N{ds,dz) \2
JO J R n
ptAOfi ptA9fi
T  \a(Z(s~))  - Q ( X ( s " ) ) | 2r f s +  /  a (Z(s~)) -  a{X(s~))dB(s)
J o  J o
7 (Z(s~),z)  -  'y(X(s~) ,z)N(ds ,dz)
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■>tA9R
Applying Doob’s martingale inequality and the Ito isometry under local Lip­
schitz condition, for any t < T  we obtain
E sup \Z(t A Or ) — X ( t  A 0 R )\2
0 < t < T
*Ta 9r  n r T A dR
<
p i / \ v R pi  avr
3TE /  |o ( Z ( s - ) ) - a ( A ( s - ) ) |  ds +  12E /  \a(Z{s~))a{X{s-))\ ds
J o  J o
f TA0R f  i 12+  12E / /  \ j (Z (s  ) ,z)  -  j ( X ( s  ) , z )| dsv(dz)
J o  J r n
pTA9R
< 3LR(T + 8)E /  |Z(s-)  -  X (s“ )|2rfs
J o
<  6 L r { T  +  8)
pTA9R
E /  \ Z { s - ) - Z { s ~ ) \ 2ds
. J o
+ 6 L r ( T  +  8) [  E sup \Z(r A Or ) — X ( r  A 0R)\2ds
J o  0 < r < s
From Lemma 2.3.1 we have
p T  A 9r
E /  IZ(s) -  Z(s)\2ds < C(At),
J o
where C  is defined as before.
Then applying the continuous Gronwall inequality gives
E sup \ Z ( t A 9 R) - X ( t A 0 R)\2 < 6 L R(T + 8)TC(At)eeLRnT+s\
0 < t < T
Therefore,
E sup |Z(t) -  X ( t ) |2 < 6 Lr {T + 8)TC{At)e6LR{T+s)
0 < t < T
2P+l8KleK2 2 { p - 2 ) K leI<2
p  p s2/ ( p - 2) R p
Given any e > 0, we can choose 8 such that
2p+l8K1eK2 e 
V < 3 ’
and then we choose R  such that
2 { p - 2 ) K 1eK2 ^ e 
p 52/ ( p - 2 ) f t p  <  3 '
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Now for any sufficiently small A t it follows that
6 L r (T  + 8)TC(At)e6L*T(-T+a) < -
3
so that Esup0<(<T \Z(t) — X ( t ) \2 < e, as required. □
2.4 R ate of the convergence under a local 
Lipschitz condition and a linear growth  
condition
condition, however, the rate of convergence with such condition can not be 
given explicitly. A joint work with N.Jacob and C.Yuan will be discussed 
in this section, which shows when the coefficient L r satisfying some special 
condition, we still have the rate of convergence with a local Lipschitz.
L em m a 2.4.1. Under a global Lipschitz condition, compare (2.8), it holds
E sup |X (i) -  Y ( t ) | 4 <  27L2£(27Ai +  128)/i2(A i)2(l +  K 1eTK*)2Te27L2‘iT.
So far we have investigated the behaviour of SDEs under a local Lipschitz
0 <t <T
where £ is a constant independent of At ,  more precisely,
P roof. Set e(£) = X( t )  — Y(t). We obtain first
e(t) |4 =  |X( t )  -  Y( t)  |4
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+  27 [7(X(s ) , z ) - ' y ( Y ( s  ), z)]dN(dt ,  dz)
0 JRn
and we have
E sup |e(£)|4 < 27E sup
o < t < T  o  < t < T
+  27E sup
o < t < T
+  27E sup
o < t < T
E sup
o < t < T
[  ) ) - a ( Y ( s  ))}ds
Jo
f  k W O )  -  <^(^(*“ ))]rfs(«)
Jo
[  f  h ( X ( s ~ ) , z )  ~ ' y ( Y ( s ~ ) }z)]dN(dt ,dz)  
Jo JKn
By condition (2.8), and Holder’s inequality, we estimate the first term
f  [ q ; ( A ( s - ) )  — a ( Y ( s _ ))]ds 
Jo
< T 3E sup f  | a ( A ( s - )) — a ( Y ( s “ ))|4ds 
o < t < T  J o
< T 3L 2E sup [  lA’(s -)  -  r ( s ~ ) | 4ds. (2 .16)
0 < t < T  J o
Applying the Burkholder inequality for treating the second term we find
f t [ a ( X ( s - ) ) - a ( Y ( s - ) ) ] d B ( s )
Jo
[ T \ a ( X ( s - ) ) - a ( Y ( s - ) ) \ 2ds 
Jo
f T \ X( s - )  -  ( Y ( s - ) \ 2ds 
Jo
< ( ^ y  L2m £ \ X { s - ) - ( Y ( s - ) \ lds.
E sup
0 < t < T  ,
, 5 i 2 \ 2^
< l w )  E
f 5 1 2 \2 ~
< I W )  L2E
2
(2.17)
Using Lemma 2.2.1, we find a bound of the third term
E sup 
o < t < T
h ( X ( s  ) , z)  — y ( Y ( s  ) , z ) ]N(ds , dz)
< 2 l  f  I E [  [  [7(^(5 ) , z ) ~  7 (^ (5  ), z)]2i/(dz)ds
Jo J K71
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n , 512\ 2Tn+  2 ( _ )  E [  [  f r W *  ) , z ) ~ ' y ( Y ( s  ),z)]2N(dt,dz)
JO J R n
512 \  2 
"27 )< 2 I ^  ] (7 > ( ir ) )2 +  1)E f f \ ' r ( X ( s - ) , z ) - 1 ( Y ( s - ) , z ) \ M d z ) d iJo J Rn
(2.18)
Combining (2.16) , (2.17) and (2.18) we have
e  s u p  |x ( t )  -  ? ( o r
0 < t < T
< 27T3L2E sup /  |X (5- ) - y ( 5- ) |4d5 
0 < t < T  J o
/  \  2 T
+ 2 7 ( ? r )  L2m l l x ( s " )  “  r (s " ) l4ds
/  \  2 'y*
+54(?r) (T(j/(Rn))2 + J  i* (o  -  n o i 4<k
2
T3+(?r) r + 2(W) (TMM"))2 +!)< 21L?
x E sup / [ |* (s" )  -  V '(s")r +  |F (s" ) -  r ( « - ) |4]ds
0 < t < T  J o
:= 27L2£E sup [  [ |X ( s - ) - y ( s - ) | 4 +  | ? ( s - ) - r ( s - ) | 4]ds.
0 < t < T  J o
From Lemma 2.2.1, Lemma 2.3.1 and the linear growth condition, we obtain 
E |F (s) -  r ( s ) |4 < (27A1 +  128)ft2(A t)2(l +  K 1eTK2f , 
which substituted into the above, yields 
E s u p  | X ( t )  -  F ( l ) | 4
0 < t < T
< 2 7 L 2£ E su p  [  |X (s_) - F ( s ~ ) |4ds 
0<t<T Jo
+  27L2£(27A£ +  128)/i2(A£)2(1 +
Once again, the required assertion follows from the Gronwall inequality . □
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The next theorem give the convergence rate under a local Lipschitz con­
dition.
T h eo rem  2.4.1. Under a local Lipschitz condition (LL) and a linear growth 
condition (LG), if  there is a constant 6 such that (LR)2£T  < 5logR, then 
the order of convergence is | .
P roof. We consider a family of smooth functions ipR : IR —► R  satisfying 
0 < < 1 such that
<Pr { %)  — 1) f ° r  M  <
— 0 ) f°r \x \ > R  +  2 .
Define
and
o c r ( x )  =  i pR ( x ) a ( x ) ,  crR ( x )  =  cpR ( x ) a ( x )
/  7  R(x,z)is(dz) = ipR(x) 7 O ,z)v(dz).
j R n J  Rn
Let Z R(t) be the Euler-Maruyama approximation to the following stochastic 
differential equation
d X R(t) = a R(X R(t))dt +  aR( X R{t))dB{t) +  f  ryR{XR(t), z)N(dt, dz)
j R n
with Z R{0) = X q. By the Lemma 2.4.1 we obtain
E sup \XR{t) -  Z R(t) |4 < 27L ^(27A t +  128)/i2(Ai)2(l +  / f 1erK'2)2Te27t«{ r.
0 <  1.<T
Let
X(t)  = sup |X(£)| and Z(t) = sup \Z(t)\.
o < t < T  o < t < T
On the one hand
OO




R =  1
where Z(t) is defined as in Theorem 2.3.2. Therefore 
E sup |X(t)  — Z( t ) |2
o < t < T
OO
R = 1
=  ^ ( E |X f l ( 0  -  ZR(t)\4)1/2y/F(R -  1 < X ( T )  V Z(T)  < R)
R =  1
and from the condition (LR)2^ T  < 5 log /?., it follows that
E sup |X R(t) -  Z R(t) |4 < 27(27A t  +  128)h2(At)2(l +  KieTK2)2T R 546.
0 < t < T
On the other hand, let q > 2 , then
P(ft -  1 < X ( T )  V Z ( T )) < 2
Therefore,
E sup |X(t.) -  Z ( t ) |2
0 < t < T
00   ( i s  PT K 2\  1/2
< ^  y/27(27At +  128)77t2(l +  KieTK*y(&t)Rm 2K--- -q^
R =  1
If q/2 > 276, the right hand side is convergent. □
2.5 Convergence in probability
In this section, we concentrate on equation (2.1) satisfying only a local Lip­
schitz condition but no linear growth condition or the bounded pth moment 
property. The following theorem describes the convergence in probability, in­
stead of L2, of the EM solutions to the exact solution under some additional 
conditions in terms of Lyapunov-type functions.
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T h eo rem  2.5.1. Let the local Lipschitz condition hold. Assume that there 
exists a C2 function V  : Mn —» R+ satisfying the following three conditions:
(i) lim|xHoo V(x)  =  oo;
(ii) for some h > 0,
CV{x) < h( 1 +  V(x)) Vx e  Rn,
where
CV(x)  =  £ > ( z ) g ( * )  +  1
i—1 1 i , j= 1 1 J
P m
+  /  y Z { V ( x +  l {k\ x , z ) ) - V ( x ) - W ( x )  - ^ ( X tZ)} vk(dzk).
J* k=i
(iii) for each R  > 0 there exists a positive constant K R such that for all 
x ,y  G Mn with \x\ V \y\ < R,
|V(a:) -  V(y )| V \Vx(x) -  Vx(y)| V \Vxx(x) -  Vxx(y)\ < K R\x -  y\,
where Vx(x) =  ( ^ , . . . ,  , Vxx{x) =  ( s ^ ) nxn •
Then
lim ( sup \X(t) — Y(t)\2 J =  0 in probability. (2.19)
A t-» 0  \ 0 < t < T  J
P roof. For sufficiently large R, define stopping times 
6> =  inf{* G [0,T] : \X(t)\ > R} ,
and
p = mi{t e [0,T| : |? ( 0 |  > R}.
Applying the multi-dimensional Ito’s formula (cf. 0ksendal and Sulem [37]) 
and applying condition (ii) to V(X(t) ) ,  we obtain
V ( X ( t  A 6))
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p t A d  n  Q Tp
= v ( x m + l
f tASA  <9K , w  _ , , , „ ,  , 1 /'“ " A ,  ta  9 V 2
+ l  ^ 9 M ^ f m S ) ) d B i S )  + 2Jo ^ d X j P W A s - )I — 1 l ,J  — X
p t A d  m  p
+ T ,  i v  [ * ( o + t w  w o . * * ) ]  -  a * ( 0 )
J 0 k = \  R
-  V K W O b ^ W O . * * ) }  uk(dzk)ds
p t A d  771 p
+ Y  { K [X (s-)  +  7 ('!)(X (s - ) ,^ ) ]  - V ( X ( s ~ ) ) } N k(ds,dzk)
J °  k =  1
p t A O  p t A .9 ■ n  p \ \ p
=  V(X(0)) +  jf C V(X{s- ) )ds  + f  ^ — — ai(X (s-))dB(a)
p t A d  m  /*
+  /  I ]  /  { O ^ O  +  T ^ W O .* * ) ]  -  V ( X ( s - ) ) }  Nk(ds,dzk)
J o  </R
where 7 ^  is the A:—th column of the matrix (7^).
We note that the third and the sixth term are martingales with zero 
mean, taking expectation of V ( X ( t  A 0)), and by condition (ii) we arrive at
p t A d
E [V(X(t  A 9))] = V{X(0))  +  E /  £ V ( X (s - ) ) d s
J o
p t A d
< V(X(0))  +  hE /  (1 +  V(X(s~))ds
J o
< V(X(0)) + hT + hE [  V (X (sA 9) )ds .
J o
Using the Gronwall inequality we have
E [V(X(t  A <?))] <  (K(X(0)) +  hT)ehT. (2.20)
Let
v R = inf{V(:r) : |x| > R} .
By condition (i), v R —► 00 as R  —> 0 0 . Note that |X(0)| =  R  whenever 9 < T, 
and therefore we derive from (2 .20) that




V(X(0)) + hT)ehT 
vr
(2 .21)
Once again applying the multi-dimensional Ito formula to V ( Y ( t  A p)) 
yields
V( ? ( t Ap ) )
= V(Y(  0) ) +  r ± 9- } ^ f l Qi{Y(s - ) )d s  
J o  i =1  d Y i { s  )
'iAp
+
r ?  9 U s - )E
 ^ rtAp n
*..7 =  1
9K 2(y (s -) )
pt f \p  "<■ p
+ /  E  /  {V '[?(S-)) +  l “ )( l '(S- ) ,4 ) ]  - V ( ? ( 8 - ) )
Jo fc=1 «/R 
-  V K (? (S- ) ) 7 W (K (s-),zfc)} ^ ( d ^ d s
p t A p  m  p
+ J 2  i V [ A O  + 7 <fc)( n O >  ■**:)] -  ^ ( ’P(s-))} Nk(ds,dzk)
«/ 0  ^^
ffi(y(s-))dB (s)
d V 2{Y(s~)) d V 2(Y(s- ) )-| p t A p  n  +  - 1
h j — 1
ds
_dYi(s-)dYj (s-)  dYi{s~)dYj (s-)_
p t / \ p  "<■ p
+ E  /  { [ n A o + 7 (A n o > * A 0 ) - n y ( o + 7 (A n o ,2 A :) ) ]
0 fc=l ®
-  [K (f(a -))  -  V (y(a"))]
-  [VK(f («")) -  VK(y(s-))] 7 ^ ( 0 . ^ ) }  >yk(dzk)ds
p t A p  771 p
+ E  /  {F ( A O + 7 w ( y ( 0 ,  **)) -  v w o + 7(i)(*r( 0 ,  **))]
0 fc=l ^
-  [V(Y(s~))  -  y (y (s - ) ) ]} Nk(ds, dzk).
From the definition of the stopping times, we note that there must exist a
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constant C(R)  such tha t
m p
a ( y ( s ) ) V < r ( y ( s ) ) v V  /  7 (k)(Y(s~) ,zk)uk(dzk) < C(R)
k = i J *
when \Y(s)\ < R , and in the computation below, the constant C(R)  varies 
line by line. Taking expectation of K (y(s~)) and by condition (iii), we have
p t A p
E (V(Y( t  A p))) < V ( Y ( 0)) + hE (1 +  V{Y(s~))ds
J o
■j p t A p  n
+ - K r E /  £ > c r T)w | f  ( O  -  Y(s-) \ds  
Z Jo
p t A p  m  p
+ K r E /  IY(s~)  -  y ( s - ) | V  /  7m (Y(s- ) ,  zk)uk(dzk)ds.
JO k = 1 J R
In view of Lemma 2.3.1, we can show that
E |? (0  -  Y ( t )| < C(R)At,
so that
E {V(Y(t  A p))) < K (y  (0)) +  hT  +  hE [  V(Y{s  A p))ds +  C(R)At.
J o
By the same computation leading to (2.21), we obtain
hT
P{p < T)  < [K(y(0)) +  hT  +  C(R)At] — . (2 .22)
vr
Now, le tr = p Ad.  Recall Theorem 3.3, then we have
E
Assume e, a  G (0,1), set
sup \ X ( t ) - Y ( t ) f
0 < t < r A T
< C{R)(At).
0  =  {u  : sup \X(t) — Y( t ) \2 > a}.
o < t < T
We compute
aP(Q D {r > T}) = aE  [It>t Iq]
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I t>t  sup \ X ( t ) - Y ( t ) f
0 < t < r A T





together with (2 .21) and (2 .22), this yields
P(tt) < P(ft n  {r > T}) +  P (r < T) 
< P(f2 n  {t > T}) +  P(0 < T) +  P(p < T)
< £ W ( A t )  +  ( y w ° ) ) + h T )ehT
a  V R
p h T
+  [K(K(0)) +  hT  +  C(R)At]  — .
vr
Recalling that vr —> oo as R  —> oo, we can choose R sufficiently large for 
obtaining
eA 2[V (Y(0)) + h T ] < e- ,
V R  I
and then choose A t  sufficiently small to get
+ — C(fl)(At) <
a  Vr 2
hence we arrive at
p (n ) =  p  sup | x ( 0  -  y ( 0 r  > a  < e-




Approxim ate solutions of 
stochastic differential delay 
equations w ith jum ps
3.1 Introduction
The importance of stochastic differential delay equations (SDDEs) derives 
from the fact that many of phenomena do not have an effect immediately. 
However, there are seldom explicit formula for solutions of SDDEs, and sev­
eral numerical schemes have been developed to produce approximate solu­
tions, for example [1], [2], [3], [4], [32], [34], [35]. In this chapter, we investi­
gate numerical schemes for SDDEs with jumps.
Throughout this chapter, let {.Pt}*>o, P) be a complete probability
space with a filtration {Pt}t>o satisfying the usual conditions (i.e. it is right 
continuous and contains all P-null sets). Let B(t)  be m —dimensional 
Brownian motion and N(dt, dz) be a Poisson measure and denote the com-
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pensated Poisson measure by
N(dt,dz)  = N(dt ,dz) — v{dz)dt.
Let | • | denote the Euclidean norm as well as the matrix trace norm. Let r  > 0 
and C([—t ,  0];Rd) denote the family of continuous function </> from [—r, 0] 
to R d with the norm ||</>|| =  sup_T<0<o \4>{0)\. Denote by Cjr0([—r, 0];R d) 
the family of all bounded, measurable, C{[—r , 0];R d) —valued random 
variables.
Let r  and T  be positive constants. Consider the d—dimensional stochastic 
differential delay equation with jumps
on t £ [0, T] with initial data
{X( t )  : - r  < t < 0 } =  {C(0 : - t  < t < 0} £ C ^ Q - t ,  0]),
and where X(t~)  = lims_+fX (s), a  : R d x R d —> Rd, a : R d x R d —> R dxm, 
7  : R d x R d x IRd —> Rdxn. We note that each column 7 ^^ of the d x n  matrix 
7  =  [7 ij] depends on z only through the kih coordinate z*., i.e.
As the standing hypotheses we assume that a, a and 7  are sufficiently 
smooth so tha t (3.1) has a unique solution (see [39]). Moreover, we always 
make the following assumptions:
dX(t)  = a(X(t ) ,X(5{t) ) )d t  +  a(X(t) ,  X(8(t)))dB{t)
(3-1)
7 (fc)(rr, z) = 7 (fc)(£, zk)\ z =  (zu • • • , zn) £ Rn.
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(A l)  The Lipschitz continuous function 5 : [0, oo] —> R stands for the time 
delay and satisfies
—t < 6(t) < t and \6(t) — £(s)| < p\t — s|, V£, s > 0
for some positive constat p.
(A2) The coefficients a , <j, 7  are sufficiently smooth in order that Eq. (3.1) 
has unique solution on [—t , T\.
(A3) (Holder continuity of the initial data) There exist constants K 0 > 0 
such that for all —r  < s < t < 0 ,
E|C(i) -  C00I < K 0\t -  s\.
(A4) The measures v = (v 1, • • • , vn) are bounded Levy measures.
The rest of the chapter is arranged as follows, Section 2 prepares two auxiliary 
lemmas, namely the moment bounds property. In Section 3, we state the 
strong convergence result for the Euler-Maruyama method and the stochastic 
theta method respectively. The convergence rate under a local Lipschitz 
condition is discussed in Section 4.
3.2 The Euler-M aruyama m ethod
We define the Euler-Maruyama (EM) numerical solution. Let the time step- 
size A G (0,1) be a fraction of r, that is A =  jj for some sufficiently large 
integer N. The discrete EM approximate solution is defined by
Y((k  +  1)A) = Y (kA )  +  a ( Y ( k A ) , Y { I A [8{kA)\A))A 
+  a{Y(kA),  Y ( I A [6(kA)]A))ABk
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+  /  'y (Y(kA):Y ( I A[6(kA)]A,z))ANk(dz)
with Y(0) =  C(0) on —r < t < 0. Here k = 0 ,1, 2 ,..., and /a[<5(&A)] denotes 
the integer part of 8(kA ) /A ,  A B k = B((k + 1)A) -  B ( k A ), and A N k(dz) = 
N((k  +  1)A, dz) — N (k A ,  dz). We note that
In fact
—r  < /a[^(/cA)]A for every k > 0 .
. .  r  S (kA )- N  = —— < < k,
A  A
so
- N  < IA[8{kA)} < k.
To define the continuous extension, we need introduce two step processes
oo
^  ^ l[fcA,(A:4-l)A](QY(fcA),
fc=0
oo
z2(t) = J 2 1l^(k+i)A}(t)Y(lAlS(kA)]A).
k —0
The continuous EM numerical solution is defined by
cm, - t  < t <  0 ;
Y(t) =
C(0)+ f ql(z\(s ) , z2(s ) )ds+ f a(z1(s ) , z2{s ))dB(s) 
Jo Jo’t■
+ I I l ( z l { s - ) , z2(s-) ,z )N(ds ,dz) ,  
Jo JKn
0 < t < T.
Note that Y{kA)  = Y ( k A )  for every k > 0.
3.2.1 A uxiliary lem m as
In this section, we will give estimates for moments of the exact solution of 
Eq.(3.1) as well as the EM numerical solution.
L em m a 3.2.1. Assume that a , cr, 7  satisfy the linear growth condition: 
(LG) There exists a constant h > 0 such that
P m
\a(x,y)\2 + \a{x,y)\2 + /  y ^ \ l k { x , y ,  z)\2vk(dzk)
J r  k = 1
< h( 1 +  |x |2 +  \y\2) for all x, y G
Then there is a constant K 1, which dependents only on T , h, £ but is 
independent of A,  such that the exact solution and the EM numerical 
solution to the SDDE (3.1) satisfy
E sup \X ( t ) f
0 < t < T
VE sup iF (o r
0 < t < T
< K  1. (3.2)
The proof of this lemma is similar to that for SDEs by using Burkholder- 
Davis-Gundy’s inequality, and we omit here. The reader is referred to [9] 
and [16]. However, since the quadratic variation of the jump term is different 
from the one of a continuous martingale (for example, Brownian motion), the 
estimation of the p—moment (p > 2) is different from that of SDEs driven 
by Brownian motion. Although there are some results in the literature (cf. 
[11]), in order to be self-contained we prove
L em m a 3.2.2. Under the linear growth condition (LG), for any p > 2, there 
is a positive constant K p which depends only on p, v, T, h, but is independent 
of A  such that
E sup \X{t)\p
0 < t < T
VE sup \Y{t)\p
0 < t < T
< Kp. (3.3)
P roof. Using the continuous form of the EM approximation and Holder’s 
inequality, we compute straightforward
E sup \Y(t)\p
0 < t < T
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< 4P_1 E|£(0)|p +  E sup
o < t < T
a(zi(s ) , z2(s ))ds
+  E sup
0 < t < T
+  E sup
0 < t < T
f  a(zi(s ) , z2(s ))dB(s) 
Jo
l{z i( s  ) , z2(s ) , z )N(ds ,dz)
0 JRn
P -
< 4P-l E sup IC(s)|p +  T P~1E [  \a(z1( s - ) , z2(s-))\”ds
- T < s <  0 J o
+  E sup
0 < t < T
+  E sup
0 < t < T
a(zi{s ) , z2(s ))dB(s)




To the term including Brownian motion, we apply Burkholder-Davis-Gundy’s 
inequality to get
E sup
o < t < T




f |a (2i(s ) , z2{s ))|2ds 
Jo
[  \ac{zi{s-),z2{s-))\pds 
Jo
(3.5)
For the last term in (3.4), we need to use the quadratic variation of jump 
processes. In the following computations the constant K p = K (p, v, T, Cp) 
depends on p, i/, T, Cp and it may vary line by line. Let
dri(s) := / 'y(zi(s),z2(s),z )N(ds ,dz)
J Rn
and compute the quadratic variation
* d n
Y T E ^ z^ s ~">'Z2^ ' z^ dz^ dt
" i=i j=i
pt p d Tt
+  /  /  ' £ ' 5 2 ' y i j M s ~ ) , z 2( s - ) , z j ) N { d s , d z j ), 
J O  J R" -= 1  j = 1
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to find
d[1LV\t = f  \l(z\{t ) , z2(t ) ,z )\2v(dz)dt+ f  |7 (2i ) , z2(t ) ,z )\2N(dt,dz).
J R n  J R "
Applying the Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequality (see [11]) on page 223), 
gives
E sup
0 < t < T
= E sup
0 < t < T
7(^i(5 ) , z2(s ) , z )N(ds ,dz)




0 < t < T
< K PE
[  [  7 (21(5 ) , z2(s ), z)N(ds,  dz)
JO J R n
T 1 1
[  [  \ j{zi (s~),z2(s~),z)\2u(dz)ds
.Jo J R "
f  [  \ l{zl ( s - ) , z 2(s~),z)\2N(ds,dz)  
.Jo j  R n
+ KpE
Applying the Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequality again to the second term 
on the right hand side above we obtain
E
E
. JO J R n 
T
|7 (*i(s )>z2(s ) ,z )\2N{dt,dz)
< KPE f  f  h{z i(s  ) , z2(s ), z)\Av(dz)dt 
0 J R n
[  \'y(zi{s~),z2{s~),z)\4N(dt,dz)  
J R n
+  KpE
By a recursive argument we arrive at
E sup
0 < t < T




< KP ^ 2 E [  [  h{z i(s  ), z2(s ) ,z)\2lv{dz)di
i=1 Uo J R n
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+  KPE [  [  \ l M s  ) , z2(s ), z)\2kN(dt, dz)
. JO J Rn
%
(3.6)
Since the measure v is bounded, by Holder’s inequality, we estimate the first 
term in (3.6)
[  [  \ l{z\{s~),z2{s~),z)\2lv{dz)ds
i=1 IJo J Kn
k f  /» n -£■
< K p ^ T * ~ l E  /  \')(zl ( s - ) , z 2(s - ) , z ) \2li'(dz) ds
i = l  J °  L*/Kn
-  f  f  \y(zi(s~),z2(s~),z)\pv(dz)ds
i=1 Jo J Rn
< K PE f  j  \'y(z1( s - ) , z 2(s~),z)\pi;{dz)ds.
Jo Jr71





f  [  \ j(zi(s  ) , z2(s ) ,z)l2kJV(dt,dz) 
0 J Rn




Moreover, any p — th moment less than 2n can be dominated by the 2nth 
moment, which follows from Holder’s inequality, and by the linear growth 
condition (LG), we arrive at
H O 2n
E sup
0 < t < T
f  f  7 (21(5 ) , z2(s ) , z )N(ds ,dz)  
Jo Jr71
[  \'y{z1{s~),z2{s~),z)\pis(dz)ds 
J r 71




Combing with (3.5) and (3.4), we obtain 
E sup \Y{t)\p
0 < t < T
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< 4P_1E sup i c w r  +  4p~l h(Kp +  CpTP/ 2- 1 +  T p~1)
-r<s<0
x E [  (l +  |zi(s )|p + \ z 2(s ) |p)ds 
Jo
< 4P_1E sup \C(s)\p + 4p- 1hT(Kp + CPT r'/2- 1 + T ”- 1)
~ T < S < 0
+  22p~1h(Kp +  CpT p/2~l + T p~1) [  E sup \Y (s)|pA.
J O  0 < s < t
The result follows now from Gronwall’s inequality
E sup |Y(t)\p
0 < t < T
< 4P-1E sup \<;(s)\p + 4p- 1hT (K p + CpT p/2~1 + T P~1)
— T < S < 0
x e22P~1Th(Kp+CpTp/ 2~1+ T p~1)
:= K r
□
3.2.2 Strong convergence of th e  EM  m ethod
C onvergence u n d e r a  global L ipschitz  co n d itio n
In this section we show strong convergence of the EM approximate solution 
to the exact solution under the following global Lipschitz condition:
(G L) There exists a constant L > 0 such that 
|a(x,y) -  a (x , y ) | 2 +  \a{x,y) -  a ( x , y ) |2
+ f \^{k)(x ' y> zk) -  7 (*°(z, y, zk)\2vk(dzk) < L{\x -  x \2 +  Iy -  y\2)
k=iJ ®
(3.8)
for all .x, y, x, y E Mn.
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To prove the main result we need the following lemmas.
L em m a 3.2.3. Under the conditions of Lemma 3.2.1
E\Y(t)  — z i(0 |2 < for all t 6  [0,T], (3.9)
where K 2 is a constant independent of A.
P ro o f. For any t E [0,T] choose a k such that t G [A;A, (k +  1)A). Then
Y(t) -  Zl(t) = ?{t) -  Y (kA )  =  Y(t)  -  Y (kA)
= /  a(z1(s~),z2(s~))ds
Jk  A
+  /  a{z1{s~),z2(s~))dB(s)
JkA
+  /  /  <j(zi(s~),z2(s~),z)N(ds,dz).
JkA JRn
Thus by the linear growth condition (GL) and Lemma 3.2.1,
E|T(£) -  z i(£)|2 < (3A + 24)h f  (1 +  |z i(s - ) |2 +  \z2-(s)\2)ds
JkA
< 2 7 /i( l+  2 # i)A ,
which is the desired assertion with K 2 = 27h(l + 2K\).  □
L em m a 3.2.4. Under Assumption A 1 and A3, i f  for A, it holds (p+ l)A  < 1, 
then
E|?((J(0) -  z2(t) |2 < K 3A, V/ G [0,T], (3.10)
where K 3 is a constant independent of A.
We follows the proof of Mao [16].
P ro o f. For any t, G [0, T], choose a k such that t; G [A:A, (k +  1)A]. Then
?(<*(*)) -  z2(t) = Y(S(i)) -  Y ( I A [6(kA)}A),
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and note that
8(kA)  -  A < / a [6 (/cA)]A < 6{kA).
As in Mao [16], we also consider the following possible cases: 
case 1. If S(t) >  I&[5(kA)]A > 0, then
8(t) -  rA [5{kA)]A'< 6{t.) -  8{kA)  +  A < (p +  1)A.
Therefore, by the Ito isometry and the linear growth condition, we have
E | ? ( f ( t ) ) - ^ ( 0 l a
r 5 ( 0
2
r s ( 0
< 3E /  a(z1(s~),z2(s~))ds +  3E /  a(z1(s~),z2(s~))dB(s)
J / A [5(fcA)]A J l A [6(kA)]A
+  3E
r5( t )  r
/ / 7 (z1{s- ) , z2{s~),z)N(ds,dz)
' l A [6{kA)]A J R"
'<5(0r ° \ l )
< 3[(p +  1)A + 2]h /  (1 +  E |z!(5_ ) |2 +  E |z2(5_)|2)ds
J l A \ 5(kA) ]A
< K 3a .
case 2. If 0 < S(t) < / a [<5(/cA)]A, then
IA[5(kA)]A -  S(t) < 5(kA) -  5(t) < pA
and again by the Ito isometry and the linear growth condition
E \ Y ( 8 ( t ) ) - z 2(t)\2 
r m
<  3[pA +  2]h I (1 +  E | z i ( s  ) |2 +  E |z2 (s ) |2)g?s
J l A [S(kA)]A
< k 3a .
case 3. If 0 > 5(t) > I&[5(kA)]A or 0 > / a [<J(A;A)]A > S(t) then by 
Assumptions A1 and A3, we obtain
|* (0 -/aP (A :A )]A | < (p +  1)A,
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hence
E|?(<5(0) -  z2(t)I2 =  E|Cm )  -  C(/A[>5(fcA)]A) |2 
< K 0\S(t) -  /A[,5(fcA)]A|fl
< K 3 A.
case 4• If 8(t) > 0 > / a [5(/cA)]A then
— I&[6(kA)]A < (p+  1)A, and S(t) < (p+  1)A,
thus,
E|P(«S(t)) -  z2(t) |2 =  E \ ? m )  -  C(/A[<5(fcA)]A) |2
< 2E|?(<S(f)) -  C(0) |2 +  2E|C(0) -  C(/A[>5(fcA)]A) |2
< K 3 A
case 5. If / a [£(A;A)]A > 0 > 5(t) then
—8(t) < pA, and 7a [J(/cA)]A < pA.
and therefore, E |y  (<$(£)) — z2(t) |2 < K 3A.
Combing these different cases, we get
E |? (6(t)) -  z2(t) |2 <  K3A
for all £ G [0, T\ as required. □
Let us now state our main convergence result under a global Lipschitz
condition.
T h eo rem  3.2.1. Under the global Lipschitz condition, we have
=  0. (3.11)lim E
A —>0
sup IX(t)  - Y ( t ) [
0 < t < T
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P ro o f. Although the proof is similar to that of the proof of SDDEs 
without jump, for further purposes (see section 5) we shall give the details 
of the proof. Using the continuous extension of the numerical solution, we 
obtain
E sup |X( t )  — Y( t) \‘
0 < t < T
< 3E sup
0 < t < T
+  3E sup
0 < t < T
f  [ a ( X ( s  ) , A r((5(s ) ) ) - a ( 2 i ( s  ) , z2(s ))]d,
Jo
[  [a(X(s~), X(8{s~))) -  a(z1(s~),z2(s~))]dB(s)
Jo
[  [  l 'y(X(s~),X(8(s~)),z)  -  7 (2:1 (s~), z2(s~), z)\N(ds, dz) 
Jo J Rn
+  3E sup
0 <t,<T




[  [o(X(s ) ,X{5(s  ) ) ) - o ( z i ( s  ) , z 2 ( s  ))]cfc 
J o
< 3TE sup f \ a ( X { s - ) , X ( S { s ~ ) ) ) - a ( z 1( s - ) , z 2(s-))\2ds
0 < t < T  J o
< 3TLE sup f [\X(s~) — zi(s~)\2 + \ X (5(s~)) — z2(s)\2]ds. (3.13)
0 < t < T  J o
For the second term, Doob’s martingale inequality gives
3E sup [  [a(X(s~),X(S(s~)))  -  a(z i(s~),z2(s~))]dB{s)
0 < t < T  J o
< 12E [  |a (X (s -) ,X (a (s -) ) )  -
J o
< 12LE [  [ |X ( 0  -  Zi(s ' ) | 2 +  |X (5(s")) -  *2(s“ )|2]ds- (3.14)
J o
Applying Ito ’s isometry and the Doob martingale inequality for the third 
term, yields
3E sup
o < t < T
[7 (X (s ) ,X(6(s  )) ,z)  -  7(^1 (s ) , z2(s ) ,z)\N(ds ,dz)
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< 12E [  [  [7 p f(s  ),*(<*(s ))iz ) - 7(^1 (s ),Z2{s ) ,z)\N(ds ,dz)Jo Jun
< 12E f  f \ 'y(X(s~),X(6(s~)),z)  -  j ( z 1(s~),z2(s~),z)\2iy(dz)ds
Jo J Rn
< 12LE f T [\X{s-) -  Zl(s- ) | 2 +  |X((J(s-)) -  z2(s~)\2]ds. (3.15)
Jo
Using (3.14) and (3.13) in (3.12), and by the Lemma 3.2.3 and Lemma 3.2.4, 
we arrive at
E sup |X ( t ) - Y ( t ) f
0 <  K T
< 3L{T +  8)E [  [|X(s“) -  z i ( 0 |2 +  |A-(5(s-)) -  z2(s“)|2] ^
J o
< 6L(T +  8)E [  [|X(«") -  ? ( s ‘ )|2 + 1*05(0) -  y(<5(»"))|2] ds
J o
+  6L{T + 8)E [  [|?(s") -  Zl(s)|2 +  |y((5(s~)) -  Z2(s-)|2]ds 
J o
< 12L(T  +  8 )E [  (X (s~ ) -  Y(s~))ds  +  6L(T +  8){K2A  +  K 3A)T.
J o
< 12L(T +  8 ) j E sup (X(s~)  — Y(s~))dt
J o  0<.s <t
+  6 L(T +  8)(K2A  -f K 3A)T.
By the Gronwall inequality we obtain
E sup \X(t) - Y ( t )  f
0 < t < T
< 6 L(T  + 8)(K2 + K 3)Te12LT(T+8)A (3.16)
and the required assertion follows. □
R em ark  3.2.1. Under a global Lipschitz condition, the conclusion of this 
lemma not only tells us the strong convergence, but also tells us the rate of 
the convergence by (3.16).
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Convergence under a local Lipschitz and a linear growth condition
In many situation, the coefficients a, a and 7  are only locally Lipschitz 
continuous. In this section, we shall discuss the strong convergence of the 
EM scheme for the stochastic differential delay equation with jumps under a 
local Lipschitz condition.
(LL) For each R  E N there exists a constant L r such that
\a{x,y) -  a (x ,y ) |2 +  \a(x,y) -  a ( x , y ) |2
+  /  |7 (.t, y, z) -  7 (.x, y , z)\2v(dz) < LR(\x -  x\2 +  \y -  y \2),
J R n
(3.17)
for all x , y, x, y E Mn, and | r c |  V \y\ V |x| V \y\ < R.
Theorem  3.2.2. Under the local Lipschitz condition (LL) and the linear 
growth condition (LG), the EM approximate solution converges to the exact 
solution of the SDDE with jumps (5.1), in sense that
lim E sup |X( t )  — Y( t)\2
A ~ >0 \ o < t < T
Proof. The techniques of the proof have been developed in [9] where the 
author showed the strong convergence of the EM scheme for the SDE without 
jumps under a local Lipschitz condition. We highlight here, that the proof 
tells us how to control the error of the convergence. Define the stopping 
times
tr = inf{i > 0 : |X(£)| > R}, pR =  inf{t > 0 : |T(£)| > /?}
and write Or  = t r  A p R .
Recall Young’s inequality: for r -1 +  q~l =  1 and all a, 6,5 > 0
=  0 . (3.18)
Thus, for any J > 0,
E sup |X( t )  -  Y (s)f
0 < t < T
=  E 
< E
sup |A-(i) — y ( t ) \ 21{ t r > t , i>r > t }  
0 < K T
+  E sup |X ( t )  — Y( t ) \ 2I {TR<T or p r < t }  
o < t < T
sup \ X{ t  f \ d R) -  Y { t  / \ 6 r )\2I {qr > t }




sup \ X ( t ) - Y ( t ) \ p
0 < t < T
+ T  ° r pk < T )■
From Lemma 3.2.2, we deduce that
(3.19)
P(tr < T)  =  E
R p
< — E 
“  Rp
A similar result can be derived for p R , so that
P ( t r  < T  or p R < T )  <
sup \X( t ) \ p
0 < t < T
Kr
< K p 
~  RP
These bounds give
E sup |X (t) -  Y ( t ) |2 <  E sup |X ( t  A e R) -  Y ( t  A dR) \ 2
0 < t < T  0 < t < T
2 p+15 K p 2(p — 2) K t
+ +
p p52Rp-2)Rp 
In a very similar way as in the proof of Theorem 2.4, we can obtain that
E sup \X( t  A 0R) -  Y ( t  A 0R)f
0 < t < T
< C r A , (3.20)
where CR is a constant and independents of A. 
Given any e > 0, we can choose 5 such that
2 p+15 K p 
V
and then we choose R  such that
2 ( p - 2 ) K p e 
<
P * 2 / ( p - 2 ) r p  3
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Now for any sufficiently small A it following that
C*A < 1
combing the bounds above and with (3.19), we finally get
E sup |X(£) — Y(t)\2 < e.
o  < t < T
□
R em ark  3.2.2. Under a local Lipschitz condition and a linear growth con­
dition, so far we can not get the rate of the strong convergence.
3.3 A stochastic theta  m ethod
In this section, we shall develop the stochastic theta method (STM) for (3.1) 
(see [6]). For a sufficiently small stepsize A =  j, > 0 for some large integer 
N  and a particular choice of 0 £ [0,1], the theta  method is defined by
Z((k  + 1)A) = Z (k A )  + (1 -  S)a{Z(kA),  Z ( IA[5(kA)]A))A 
+  0a(Z((k  + 1)A), Z{IA [5((k +  1)A)]A))A 
+  a(Z (kA) ,  Z{IA[S{kA)]A))ABk
+ f ' r (Z{kA) ,Z(IA [S(kA)]A,z))ANh(dz) (3.21) 
J  Rn
with initial data
{Z(t )  : - T  < t < 0} =  {X( t )  : - t  < t < 0}
=  {CM : ~ T < t <  0} G C>o([ -r ,0 ] ) ,
where A a n d  AiY^(d^) denote the increments of the Brownian motion and 
the compensated Poisson process, respectively. As before / a [<£((& + 1)A)]
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denotes the integer part of 5((k +  1)A)/A. For convenience, we will extend 
the discrete numerical solution to continuous time. In addition we also need 
introduce four step processes
oo
=  X ]  M^(k+i)A]{t)Z{kA),
k=Q
oo
Z2^)  =  l[fcA,(fc+l)A](Q^(^A[^(^A)]A),
k—0 
oo
2:3(0 = XZ MkA,{k+l)A](t)Z((k + 1)A),
A:=0
0 0
^4 (0  =  l[fcA,(fc+l)A](^)^(-fA[^((^ +  1)A)]A).
k=0
The continuous theta approximate solution is defined as
C(0> - r < t <  0;
Z(t) = {
C(0)+ f  ( l - 0 ) a ( z 1(s ) , z2(s ))ds
+ / 0a{z3(s~),z4(s~))ds
+  /  ( 7 ( 2 i ( s _ ) , z 2 ( 5 _ ) ) d B ( s )
°t
+  I I l ( z i ( s~ ) , z 2(s~) ,z)N(ds,dz) ,  0 < t < T .
 ^ Vo J r"
Clearly, z\ (kA)  = 23 ((fc — 1)A) =  Z{kA).
Note that when 9 = 0 the numerical solution becomes the EM approxima­
tion, however, when 9 ^ 0 ,  the 9 method is defined by an implicit equation. 
In order to guarantee (3.21) can be solved uniquely, in this section we require 
the Assumption (A l)  replaced by
(A *l) There exists a positive constant e such that
—t < 5(t) < t — e,
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and
|S(t) — <5(s)| < p\t — s|, for all t, s > 0 for some positive constat p.
By this assumption, <J(0) < — e and 8 (k A) /A  < k — e / A, therefore there 
exists a sufficient small stepsize A* such that
<5(A*) < - e l  2 and < k - \ .  (3.22)
The next lemma will show that the numerical solution is well defined.
L em m a 3.3.1. Under a global Lipschitz condition (GL) with Lipschitz con­
stant L, choose the stepsize A  sufficiently small such that A  < m a x { ^ ,  A*} 
then (3.21) can be solved uniquely for Z((k  +  1)A) with probability 1.
Proof.
For any k > 0, we assume that there exist two solutions of (3.21),
Zj((ifc +  1)A) =Z(kA)  + (1 -  Q)a(Z(kA),  Z ( IA [6(kA)]A))A 
+  0a(Zj((fc +  1) A), Zi (/*[<*((* +  1)A)]A))A 
+  <j{Z{kA), Z{IA[8{kA)]A))ABk 
+  [  ' y{Z{kA) ,Z(IA [8(kA)}A,z))ANk{dz)
JRn
and
Z2((fc +  1)A) =Z(kA)  +  (1 -  9)a{Z(kA),  Z ( IA [S{kA)]A))A 
+  da(Z2{{k +  1)A), Z2(IA [S((k +  1)A)]A))A 
+  a(Z(kA) ,  Z ( IA [5(kA)]A))ABk
+  [  1 {Z{kA) ,Z{ IA [5{kA)]A,z))ANk{dz).
J Rn
Under the globe Lipschitz condition, we have 
\Z\((k +  1)A) — Z2((k +  1) A) |
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=  \9a(Z,((k + 1)A), Z l (IA[5({k + 1)A)]A)
-  ea(Z2((k + 1)A), Z2(U\5((k + 1) A)] A) |
< 0 A V Z (|Zi((fc +  1)A) -  Z2{(k + 1)A)| +  |Z i( /A[(5((fc +  1)A)]A) 
- % ( / A[«((fe+l)A)]A)|).
Let k = 0, using the condition A < A*, we have 7a[£(A)] < 0, this implies,
Z l (IA [5( A)]A) =  Z2(Ia [6( A)]A) =  C(/a[^(A)]A),
therefore \Zi(A) — Z2(A)| < 6Ay/L\Zi (A)  — Z2(A)|, thus, when 6 A\ / X  < 1, 
Zi(A)  = Z2(A). Let k = 1, by (3.22), we observe that Zi(l&[5(2A)]A) and 
Z2(I&[5(2A)]A) are determined in the interval [—r, A), so that
Z1(/a [5(2A)]A) =  Z2(/a [<5(2A)]A),
thus, provided 6 A \ fL  < 1, Z\{2A)  =  Z2(2A). Using the same arguments for 
k = 2,3- • • , we arrive at, Zi((k  +  1)A) =  Z2((k +  1)A), when 6 \ / LA < 1 
and A < A*, that is (3.21) has unique solution, i.e., the numerical solution 
of theta method is well defined. □
To state the strong convergence result, we need the following lemmas.
L em m a 3.3.2. Under the linear growth condition (LG), for a sufficiently 
small A
E\Z(kA) \2 < Cu  
where C\ is a constant independent of A.
P roof. By the definition of the step process, we have
r ( k + 1)A
Z((k  +  1)A) =((0) +  / (1 -  9)a(zi{s~),z2(s~))ds
Jo
r ( k +  1)A




+  I a(z1{s~),z2{s~))dB(s)
+
(fc+l)A
/  7 (2:1 (s ) , z2(s ) , z )N(ds ,dz ), 
J Rn
thus, for (k +  1)A < T
E\Z((k  +  1)A )|2 <4|C(0)|2 +  4E
p ( k + l ) A
/  [ ( l - e ) a ( z 1{s~),z2(s-))
Jo
+0a(z3(s ) ,z4(s ))] ds\‘
' ( k + l ) A
+  4E
+  4E
fJo <r(zi{s ) , z2{s ))dB(s)
*(k+1)A
7 ( ^ ( 5  ) , z2(s ) , z)N{ds,dz)
r0 c/Kn
By the Holder inequality and the linear growth bound, we obtain
>(/c+l)A
/ [(1 -  6)a(zi(s~),z2(s~)) +  0a ( 2r3(s- ),£4(s- ))] ds
Jo
r ( k + 1)A
< T E  |(1 -  9)a(zi(s ) , z2(s )) +  da(z3(s ) , zA(s ))| ds
Jo
| q ( z 1 ( 5 - ) , z 2 ( 5 _ ) ) | 2  +  | a ( z 3 ( s _ ) , z 4 ( s _ ) ) t< 2TE
p ( k +  1)A
/  [2 + 1^ 1(5 ) |2 +  |2:2(5 ) |2 +  |z3(s ) |2 +  |^4(s ) |2] ds
Jo
< 2TKE
< 4T2h +  877iA^ 2 E|Z(zA )|2 +  4ThAE\Z((k  +  1)A )|: (3.23)
*=0
For the second term, the Ito isometry gives
r ( k + 1)A
E v(zi(s  ) , z2{s ))dB(s)
r ( k + l ) A
= E ~ ' " - U|2
J o
>{k+ 1)A
a(zi(s ) , z2(s ))  ds
/‘{K L .
< E  h (1 +  |z i(s_)|2 +  |z2(s_)|2) ^
Jo
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< /iT +  2 / ! A ^ E |Z ( iA ) |2, (3.24)
i=0
and by the same argument for the third term, we have
E
•(fc+1)A 2
< /iT +  2 / iA ^ E |Z ( iA ) |;
4 = 0




Combining (3.23), (3.24) and (3.25), we arrive at
E|Z((fc +  1)A ) |2 <  4|C(0) |2 +  16T 2h +  8Th  + 8/iA(4T +  2) ^ E |Z ( i A ) |2
4= 0
+  16ThAE\Z((k + 1)A)|2.
Choosing A sufficiently small, for 1 — 16TAA > 1, we obtain,
k
E\Z((k + 1)A ) |2 < 8|C(0) |2 +  32T2/i +  16Th +  16/iA(4T +  2 ) ^ E |^ ( i A ) |2.
4 =  0
The result now follows as an application of the discrete Gronwall inequal­
ity ( see [15]). □
The next lemma shows that the second moment of the continuous ap­
proximation is bounded in a strong sense.
L em m a 3.3.3. Under the linear growth condition (LG), for a sufficiently 
small A  we have
E sup \Z(t,)\2 < C2,
o < t < T
where C2 is a constant independent of A.
P roof. From the continuous extension and by the Cauchy-Schwarz in­
equality, we obtain
-1
E sup |Z(£)| < 4E|£(0)| +  4E sup
o < t < T  o  < t < T
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[  [ ( l - 0 ) a ( z ! ( s  ) , z2(s )) 
Jo
+6a(z3(s ) , z4(s ))]ds|
+  4E sup
0 < t < T
+  4E sup
0 < t < T
f cr{zi(s ) , z2(s ))dB(s)  
Jo
l{zi{s ) , z2(s ) , z )N(ds ,dz)
; 4E|C(0) |2 +  8TE sup [  [|a(>i(s ) , z2{s ))| 
0 < t < T  Jo
+  |a f e ( s _) ^ 4(s_))|2] ds
-f 4E sup
0 < t < T
+  4E sup
0 < t < T
[  a(zi(s ) , z2(s ))dB(s)  
Jo
lf[zi{s ) , z2(s ) , z )N(ds ,dz)
0 JRn
Using the Ito isometry and Doob’s martingale inequality, we have
E sup \Z(t)(
o « < T
- m 2< 4E|C(0)|2 +  877iE sup f  [l +  |zi(s ) |2 +  \z2(s
0 < t < T  J o
+ |^ 3(5 ) |2 +  \z4(s ) |2] ds
+  16E j \cr(zi(s~), z2(s~))\2ds 
J o
+  16E j  j  'y(zi(s~),z2(s~) , z)N(ds,dz)
J o  J  Kn
< 4E|C(0) |2 +  877i(T +  4) +  8 /i(T +  4) [  [\Zl(S-) \2 + \z2(s~)\2]ds
J o
+  8T h  (  [|23(s~ ) |2 +  |z4(s- ) |2]ds.
J o
Since some z3(t) and z4(t) can be extended beyond T, over the interval [0, T + 
l],we apply Lemma 3.3.2 to get the result. □
In the following, we will show that the continuous approximation conver­
gence to the step process in a strong sense.
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L em m a 3.3.4. Under the linear growth condition (LG), for a sufficiently 
small A
and
E sup \Z(t) — zi(t)\2 < C3A
o < t < T
E sup |Z(t)  — z3(t)\2 < C4A,
o < t < T
where C3 and C4 are constants independent of A.
P roof. Consider t G [kA, (k +  1)A], we have
Z ( t ) - z i { t ) =  /  [(1 — 0)a(zi(s ) , z2{s )) +  0a(z3(s ) , z 4 ( s  ))]ds
+  [  o{zi{s ) , z2(s ))dB(s)
J k A
+  /  /  7 {zi(s~),z2(s~),z)N(ds,dz) .
J k A  J R n
Thus,
E sup |Z(t) — zi(t)\2 
0 < t < T
< 3E max sup 4 3
f c =0 , l , - ,T / A- l  sG[fcA,(fc+l)A]
[  [(1 - e ) a { z i ( u  ), z2{u )) 
JkA
+0ct(z3(u ) , z4(u ))]du\
+3
+3




j ( z i (u  ) , z2(u ), z)N(du,  dz)
Applying Doob’s martingale inequality and the Ito isometry, yields
E sup |Z(t) — Zi(t)\2
o < t < T
(  r ( k + 1)A
< max < 6A/i(A +  4) +  6h(A +  4)E /  [bU s- )!2 +  |z2(s ) |2]ds
fc=0, l , - ,T/A—1 y j kA
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r (k+1)A ^
+ 6A/1E / [\z3{s~)\2 + \z4(s-)\2]ds \  .
JkA  J
Now the result follows from Lemma 3.3.2, and the similar analysis gives
E sup |Z(t) — z3(t)\2 < C4A.
o < t < T
□
L em m a 3.3.5. Under the linear growth condition (LG), for a sufficiently 
small A
E\Z{6{t)) -  z2(t)\2 < C5A
and
E |Z(6(t)) -  z4(t) |2 < CeA, 
where C5 and Cq are constants independent of A.
We omit the proof here, because it is very similar to the proof of Lemma 
3.2.4.
Now we state the strong convergence result.
T h eo rem  3.3.1. Under a global Lipschitz condition, for a sufficiently small 
A,
E sup |Z(t)  — X(t ) \ ‘
0 < t < T
< c7A.
where C7 is a constant independent of A.  
P roof. By construction,
E sup \ Z ( t ) - X ( t ) f
0 < t < T
< 4E sup
0 < t < T
+  4E sup
0 < t < T
[  (1 -d)[a{z i (s  ) , z2(s ) ) - o t ( X ( s  ) ,X(6{s )))]ds 
Jo
[  0[a(z3(s~), z4(s~)) -  a(X (5~),X ((i(s_)))]
Jo
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+  4E sup
0 < i < T
+  4E sup
0 < t< T
f  W(z1( s - ) , z2(s~)) -  a(X(s- ) ,X(S(s - ) ) ) ]dB(s)  
Jo
[7(2:1 ( 5  ),*2(s ) , z ) - ' y { X ( s  ) ,X(6(s  ) ) , z ) \N(ds ,dz )
r0 J R n 
•t
< ATE sup [  |a(zi(s ) , z2(s ) ) - a ( X ( s  ) ,X(6(s  )))|2ds 
0< t< T  J o
+  4 T E su p  [  |a (23(s_ ), 24(5“ )) -  a (X (s - ), X (£(s_)))|2<is 
o < t < T  J o
[  [a(2a(s~),z2(s~)) -  a{X(s~)y X{6{s~)))]dB(s) 
Jo
+  4E sup
0 < t< T
+  4E sup
0 < t< T
h(z i (s  ) , z2{s ) , z ) - j ( X ( s  ) ,X(6(s  )) ,z)]N(ds,dz)
'0 JRn
By Doob’s martingale inequality and the global Lipschitz condition, we derive 
for the third term,
4E sup
0 < t< T
f [<7 (2:1 (s ) , z 2(s ) ) - a ( X ( s  ) ,X(S(s  )))]dB(s) 
Jo
16E [  [ | o- ( z 1 ( 5 ” ) , 2 2 ( s " ) )  -  a(X(s~) ,  X(5(s~)))\2]ds 
Jo
16LE f [|zj(5-) -  X ( s ~ ) |2 +  |*2(5-)  -  X(<5(5- ) ) |2]d5,
Jo




0 < t< T
[7(^i(5 ) , z2(s ) , z ) - j ( X ( s  ) ,X(6(s  )) ,z)]N(ds,dz)
0 */Rn
< 16E [7(^i(5 ) , z2(s ) , * ) - 7 ( ^ ( 5  ),X(<5(s )) ,z)]N(ds,dz)
ro
-T
=  16E f j |7 (2i (5 ) ,z2(s ) , z ) - ' y ( X { s  ) ,X(6(s  ) ) , z) \2 v(dz)ds 
Jo Jrn
< 16LE / T[|2i(5-) -  A (s " ) | 2 +  \z2(s~) -  X (£ (5 -))|2]d5.
Jo
Now by Lemma 3.3.4 and Lemma 3.3.5, we arrive at
E sup |Z(t) — X ( t ) |:
0 < t< T
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< (32L  +  4TL)E [  [M s " )  -  X (s~ ) |2 +  |*2( 0  -  X(6(s -))\2]ds 
J o
+  4TLE [  [ | ^ ( i - )  -  ^ ( s - ) | 2 +  |24(«_ ) -  X (i( s - ) ) |2]ds 
J o
<  (64L + 16TL)E f  [|Z(s~)  -  X (s “ ) |2 +  \Z(5{s~)) -  X((5(s-))|2]ds
J o
+  (64L +  8TL)E [  [\Z(s~) -  2 i(s“)|2 +  |^(5(s~)) -  z2( ^ ) |2]<is 
J o
+  8TLE [  [|Z(s~)  -  z3(s~)l2 +  \Z{S(s~)) -  z4( O I 2]^
J o
< (128i +  32TL)E [  \Z(s~) -  X(s~) \2ds
J o
+ (64 L + 8TL)T{C3A  + C5 A) +  8T2L(C4A  + C6 A).
The Gronwall inequality gives the result as required. □
3.4 R ate of convergence under a local Lips­
chitz condition and a linear growth con­
dition
3.4.1 The Euler-M aruyam a m ethod
In this section, we will discuss the rate of convergence for the EM method 
under a local Lipschitz condition with the Lipschitz coefficient L r satisfying
L \ X T  < £>log R,
where
A = 7’3 + ( ^ )  (4T +  3)
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L em m a 3.4.1. Under a global Lipschitz condition (GL),
E sup |X( t )  -  Y ( t ) | 4 < 432L2A [81/i2(1 +  2K? + / f 5)A2l Te
0 < t < T
P roo f. Set e(t) =  X( t )  — Y(t),  we obtain first
8 6 4 L 2AT
E sup \e(t)\
o < t < T
[  [a(X (s )>*(<*(s ) ) ) - a ( z i ( s  ) , z2(s ))]ds 
Jo
f  [cr(X(s_ ) ,X (6 (s- ))) -  cr(zi(s~), z2(s~))]dB(s)
Jo
[ j (X( s~)1X(S(s~)) i z) -  7 (zi(s- ), z2(s~), z)}N(ds , dz)
< 27E sup
0 < t < T
+ 27E sup
o < t < T
+  27E sup
o < t < T




o < t < T
[  [o(X(s ) ,X(S(s  ))) -  a(zi(s ) , z2{s ))]ds 
Jo
< 27T3E sup [  |ar(X(s“ ),X (£ (s- ))) — a (z i(s_) , z2(s~))\4ds
o<t<rJo
< 54T3L2E sup [  [ |X ( s - ) - z 1(s- ) | 4 +  |X ( ^ ( s - ) ) - z 2( s - ) |4]ds. (3.26)
0 < t < T  Jo
Next we apply the Burkholder inequality to the second term, obtaining
4
[  [ ^ W S ),*(<*(« )))-< 7 (2 l(s ) ^ 2{s ))}dB(s) 
Jo
27E sup
o < t < r
< 27 E | ^  k ( * ( s " ) . * W s~))) - v { z i { s ~ ) , z 2{s-))\2ds
2 r T
~  27 (W) ) ) ) _<7(Zl(S ) 'Z2(S ))|4rfs
TL2E f  [ |X (s-) -  2 ! ( s - ) | 4 +  |X(<5(s-)) -  z2(5“ )|4] ds.
Jo
(3.27)
s“ ( f )
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Recall the technique we used in Lemma 2.2.1, and using the Ito isometry, we 
drive for the third term
't
E sup
0 < t< T
<
f  f  [7 ( ^ ( 5  ) , X ( £ ( s  ) ) , * ) -  7 ( ^ ( 5  ) , z2(s ), z)]N(ds, dz) 
Jo J Rn
54 ( W )  2 e {j f  jL17 w )}> ■z)
- 7 (zi(s_), z2(s~), z)\2v(dz)ds}2
+ 5 4 1 1 7 )  e  { [  L  w x ( s _ ) ’ *  w o ) .  ■2)
- 7 ( ^ ( 5  ) , Z 2 (s ) ,z)\2N(ds ,dz)}
< 54 f ^ Y  L2E { j T [ | X ( 0  -  * i ( O I 2 +  I W ) )  -  * ( O I > }
+ 5 4 ( w )  E j f
<
- 7 (zi(s ) ,z2(s ) ,z ) |4i/(dz)ds
162 (W): 2{T + 1)E l o [lX{S~] ~  2l(S" )|4 +  |A r(5(i-))  "  22(S' ) | 4]rfS-
(3.28)
Combing (3.26), (3.27) and (3.28), we arrive at
E sup |X(t )  -  y ( t ) |‘
0 < t < T
< 54T3L2E sup [  f|X (s") -  z i(s" ) | 4 +  |X(<5(s-)) -  z2(s“ )|4] ds 
0< t< T  Jo 
/  \ 2 X*+ 34\ ¥ )  TL^ l  [ l * ( 0 - M 0 l 4 + l * ( f ( 0 ) - * ( 0 l 4] *
+  162 G § Y  L2( T +  1)E j f  [W O  -  z ,(s - ) | 4 +  IX(5(s- ) )  -  z2( s - ) |4]ds
=  54 L2
+  54 L‘
T 3 + ( w )  ( 4T + 3)
512\
T  + ' w )  ( 4T + 3)
E f  {X(s~) -  zi(s~))4ds 
Jo
E /  |Ar(< 5 (s-))-z2( s - ) |4ds
Jo
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< 432L2AE f  [ |X (s-) -  F ( s " ) | 4 +  |Y(s~) -  ^ ( s " ) !4] ds 
Jo 
+ 432L2AE [  [ |X ( 5 ( 0 )  -  ? W O ) |4 +  l?05 (s ')) -  ^ ( s “ )|4] d s  
J o  
=  864L2AE I  |X(s-.) -  P ( 0 | 4ds 
J o  




. By the same computation as in LemmaT3 + (W) (4 T + 3)
3.2.3 and Lemma 3.2.4, we have
E |Y(t)  -  Z!(i) |4 <  81/i2(1 +  2 K 2) A 2,
and
E |f  (<5(i)) -  zi(t ) |4 < K SA 2,
where K i is defined as in Lemma 2.1, K 5 is a constant independent of A. 
Now we can rewrite (3.29) as
E sup |A(J) -  ? ( t ) |4
0 < t< T
< 864L2AE [  sup |X (jT) -  Y (s“ )|4dt +  432L2A [81/i2(1 +  2 K \  + K&)A2] T,
J o  0< S < £
and the assertion follows from the Grownwall inequality. □
The next theorem gives the convergence rate under a local Lipschitz con­
dition.
T h eo rem  3.4.1. Under a local Lipichitz condition (LL) and the linear growth 
condition (LG), if  there exists a constant g such that L \ \ T  < £>log.R, where
A = ,3 , i 5 1 2 \ 2
T  +  ’ ~2 7 j  (4T +  3)
the order of convergence of the EM approximation is one half.
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P roo f. For each R  > 1, define the function
J ct(x,y), if \x\ V \y\ < R;
<XR(x,y) =  <
a(Rx/ \x\ ,  R y / \ y \), if \x\ A \y\ > R,
aR(x ^y) &nd 7 R(x,y , z)  similarly. Let YR(t) be the Euler-Maruyama approx­
imation to the following stochastic differential equation
d X R(t) = a R( X R(t), X R(S(t)))dt +  aR( X R(t), X R{5{t)))dB{t)
+ f  i R {X R{ r ) , X R(&{r)) , z)N(dt ,dz)  (3.30)
J R n
with YR(0) =  X q. By the Lemma 3.4.1 we obtain
E sup |X R(t) -  ?R(t)|4 < 4 Z 2 L \ \  [81/i2(1 +  2K f  + K b)A2] Tem4L«XT.
0 < t < T
Let
X(t )  = sup \X(t)\ and Y(t)  = sup |T(£)|.
0 < t < T  0 < t < T
Define the stopping time
pR = T  Ainf{* G [0 ,T] : 1 ^ (0 1  V ||?* (0  > R}.
Clearly, |X R(t)\ V |X«(5(£))| < R  for 0 < t < pR, hence
&R( X R(t), X R(S(t))) =  a R+1(XR(t), X R(6(t))), 
&R(XR( t ) , XR(6(t))) = aR+i ( X R( t ) ,XR(5(t)))i
and
[  7 R( X R{t ) ,XR(5( t )) , z)v{dz)= [  7 fl+i{XR( t ) , XR(6(t)),z)i/(dz) 
j R n J  Rn
on t < t < pR. Therefore,
X R(t) =  X R+i(t) and ?R(t) = YR+1(t) if 0 < t < pR.
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This implies that pR is increasing in R. Let p = lim ^oo  pr.  The property- 
above also enables us to define X{t)  for t E  [— T , p )  as follows
X( t )  =  X R(t) if -  r  < t < pR.
It is clear that X( t )  is the unique solution to equation (5.1) for t E  [t , p). 
On the other hand, for t E  [0,T], we compute
r t A p
E [X(t  A p)} = E[C(0)] +  E /  a(X(s~) ,X(6( s - ) ) )ds
J o
n t A p
< E[C(0)] +  2hT  +  2E /  X{s~)ds,
J o
and by the Gronwall inequality, we get
E p f( i A p)\ < [E[C(0)] +  2hT]e2hT.
Note that \X(p)\ > R , whenever p < T, and therefore 'we derive 
M»(p < T ) <  E[X(t A p)I{p<T}\ < [E[C(0)] +  2hT]e2hT
that is
P ( p < T ) < i
Letting R  —> oo, we obtain P(p/? < T) = 0, this implies lim/j^oop/? =  T  a.s. 
Let p0 =  0 we compute, for t E [0, T)
oo
— ^ M | 2 — ^ i ^ ) \ 2 J { R - 1 < X ( T ) \ / Y { T ) < R }
R =  1 
oo
=  — ^ ( 0 |2^{/?-l<X(T)vy(T)<fi}-
R =  1
Therefore
E sup |X( t )  -  Y( t ) \2
0 < t < T
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< £ ( E |X « ( 0  -  YR( t ) \ y / \ E I {R_l iX { T) v nT] m) ^
R =  1
=  ]T (E |A -R(t) -  ?s (t)|4)1/a^ /p(fl -  1 <  X ( T )  V Y(T)  < R)
R =  1
and from the condition (L r)2\ T  < g\ogR,  it follows that
E sup |X R{t) -  ?R[t) |4 < 432 [81/i2(l +  2K \  +  K 5)A2] ™ l728e.
0 < / .< T
On the other hand, if let q > 2 then
p(/i - 1 < i ( T )  v y ( t ) )  < m T w + n n n *  < ^
and therefore,
E sup |X{t)  -  Y ( t ) I2 <  S '  a /432  [81/i2(l +  2 K? +  A5)l T A R m2^ 2^ -  .
0<t<T V R q/
Let q be sufficiently large for g/ 2  > 862^ >, we see that the right hand side is 
convergent, whence we get the rate of convergence is one half. □
3.4.2 The stochastic th e ta  m ethod
In this section, we will discuss the convergence rate of STM, when the coeffi­
cients function a ( x , y )  satisfying a global Lipschitz condition, and cr(x,y)  as 
well as f Rn y ( x ,  y,  z ) v ( d z )  satisfying a local Lipschitz condition i.e.
(A 5).
\a(x,y) -  a ( x , y ) |2 < L(\x -  x\2 + \y -  j/|2)
and
n p
\a(x,y) -  a(x,y) \2 +  Y ]  /  l7(fc)(z> 2/> z k )  ~  7 (fc)(^, y,Zk)\2Vk(dzk) 
k = i  J r
< L r (\x  -  x \ 2 +  Iy  -  y \ 2).
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Since a ( x , y) satisfies the global Lipschitz condition, by Lemma 3.3.1, if A < 
m in{^= , A*}, the numerical solution of theta method is well defined.
L em m a 3.4.2. Under a global Lipschitz condition (GL), we have
E sup \ X ( t ) - Z { t ) \ l
0 < t < T
< 512L2
Where
4T * + [ ^ )  (5T +  3) T  A 2 C + e1024L2 l4T3+'( ^ )2 (5T+3)]T
C+ —  m a x { ( C 3  +  C 5 ) ,  ( C 4  +  C ' g ) } ,  
and C 3 ,  C 4 , C 5 ,  Cq were defined in the Section 3.
P roof. For any t G [0, T], we obtain
E sup |X{t) -  Z(t)\-
0 < t < T
< 64E sup
0 < t < T
+  64E sup
0 < t < T
+ 64E sup
0 < t < T
+  64E sup
0 < t < T
f (1 -  0)[ot{zi{s ) , z2(s ) ) - a ( X ( s  ) ,X(6{s )))]ds 
Jo
9[ot{zz{s ) , z4(s ) ) - a ( X ( s  ) ,X(S(s  )))]ds
[  [a{z!(s ) , z2(s ) ) - a ( X ( s  ) ,X(S(s  )))]dB(s) 
Jo
bf(zi(s ) , z2(s )}z ) - ' y ( X ( s  ) ,X(5{s ))),z)]N{ds,dz)
0 JRn
< 128T3L2E sup f  [|X(s ) -  z\(s ) |4 +  | X ( 5 ( s  ) )  — z2(s ) | 4] d s  
o < t < r  J o
+  128T3L2E sup f [|X (s“ ) -  z 3 ( s - ) | 4 +  |X(<5(s- )) — z 4 ( s _ ) | 4] d s  
0 < t < T  J o
f [ a ( z i ( s " ) , z 2 ( s - ) )  -  o - ( X ( 5 “ ) , X ( 5 ( s " ) ) ) ] d B ( s )
Jo
+ 64E sup
0 < t < T
+  64E sup
0 < t < T
[7 (zi{s ) , z2(s )1z ) - y ( X ( s  ) ,X(5(s  ))), z)\N{ds, dz)
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For the third and the fourth term, the same computation as in Lemma 3.4.1, 
gives
64E sup
o < t < T
f [a(zi(s ) , z2(s ) ) - a { X ( s  ) ,X(5(s  )))}dB(s)
Jo
< 128 ( ^ f ) 2TL2 j f V ( 0  -  ^(s-)|4 + 1*05(0) -  * ( O I >
and
64E sup
o < t < T
[y(zi(s ) , z2(s ) , z ) - 7 {X{s ) ,X(6(s  ))), z)]N(ds,dz)
'0 JRn 
2
From Lemma 3.3 then we arrive at
E sup \ X ( t ) - Z ( t ) \ A
0 < t < T
< 64L2(2T3 +  f ^ )  (5T + X(s~)  ~  * i ( 0 |4 +  I W ) )  -
+  512ET3L /  [|Z(s~) -  *3( O I  +  |Z(s~) -  z4(s-)\4]ds 
Jo
+ 1024ET3L2 [  |X (s") -  Z{s~)\4ds 
Jo
< 1024L2 4T3 + ( ^ )  (5T + 3) E sup [  |X (s ) — Z(s  ) |4ds 
o < t < T  Jo
+  512L2TA 2 .3 . / 5 1 2 \24T  + ( - 2 7  ) (5T  +  3) c + ,
where C + =  max{(C3 +  C5), (C4 +  C6)}. By the Grownwall inequality, the 
result follows. □
Now we can proof
T h eo rem  3.4.2. Under the condition (A5)  and a linear growth condition
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(LG), for q such that
L*(W) (5T + 3) ^ max( e i o g R - 4 T 3L2,0)
we have as order of convergence of theta method one half
(3.31)
P roof. Using the methods and ideas of the proof of Theorem 3.4.1 and 
denoting by Z(t)  the theta method approximation to (3.30), we have the 
estimation
E sup \ X { t ) - Z { t ) \ 2
0 < t < T  
oo
— — ^ ( 0 |4)1/2(E ^{/?-i<x(T)vz(T)</?})1/2
R=1 
oo
=  X ^ (E |* r («) -  Z R( t ) \ Y 2f p ( R  -  1 <  X ( T)  V Z(T)  < R).
R= 1
By the Lemma 3.4.2, and the condition (A5), we estimate
e i * r (i) -  z R(t) r
< 2048C+T 3L2A 2 +  512C+Lr A2 ( (5T  + 3) T
x exp 4096T3L2 +  1024LR (5T  +  3) T
and from the condition (3.31), it follows that
E sup |X R(t) -  Z R(t) |4 < 512 [C+A2] T R 10240.
0 < t < T
On the other hand, for p > 2, and any t G [0, T]
E\Z(t)\p
< 4p- 1C(0) +  4p~1E f [(1 -  0)a(z1(s ) , z2(s )) + da(z3(s ) , z4(s ))]ds 
Jo
+  4P_1E a(z: (s ) , z2(s ))dB(s)
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+  4P_1E 7 (2:1 (s ) , z2(s ) , z )N(ds ,dz)
By the Holder inequality and the linear growth condition, we estimate the 
second term,
r t  p
E / [(1 -  6)a(zi{s~),z2{s~)) + 6a(z3{s~), z4(s~))]ds 
Jo
< TP_1E f |(1 -  6)a(z1(s~),z2(s~)) +  9a(z3(s~),z4{s~))\pds
Jo
< 2P_1TP~1E (  [|a(2:i(s~),2:2(5")) |p +  \a(z3(s~),z4(s~))\p]ds
Jo
< 2P_1TP_1E [  [\z1{s-)\p + \z2(s-)\p + \z3(s-)\p + \z4{s-)\p]ds + 2pT ph.
Jo
(3.32)
For the third and the fourth term we can take the result in the proof of 
Lemma 3.2.2, and together with (3.32), we obtain
E |Z(t)\p < K pl.
Let q > 2
P(« - 1  < x ,T , v m  < E^ 1T)l' ; , E' ^ r ) '- < 4.
where K'p = max { K p, Kp 1}. It follows that
|X(t )  -  Z( t ) I2 < j r  V512C+TA R w24e^ ^ j J —.E sup
0 < t < T R =  1
For q/2 > 1024^ >, we see that the right hand side is convergent, whence we 




Stochastic differential delay 
equations w ith jum ps, under 
nonlinear growth condition
4.1 Introduction
The classical existence and uniqueness result for solutions of a stochastic 
differential delay equations (SDDEs) require the coefficients function satisfy 
a local Lipschitz condition and a linear growth condition. However, there are 
many SDDEs which do not satisfy the linear growth condition, for example, 
the geometric Levy process:
( a - X 2(t))dt + bX{t )dB( t )+ f zN(dt ,dz)  .
J R
Since it preserves positivity i.e. an initial value X(0) > 0 implies X(t )  > 0, 
it is often used as a model for stock prices, such as the exponential-Levy 
model (cf. [7]).
In this chapter, we investigate the existence and uniqueness of SDDEs
dX(t)  = X{t )
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with jumps which coefficients which do not satisfy the linear growth condi­
tion, we also study their numerical solutions.
Let (Q,JT { T t}t>Q,P)  be a complete probability space with a filtration 
{Ft}t>o satisfying the usual conditions (i.e. it is right continuous and F q
N( t , z )  be a Poisson measure and denote the compensated Poisson measure
N(dt ,dz)  = N(dt ,dz)  — v{dz)dt.
Let | • | denote the Euclidean norm as well as the matrix trace norm. Let r  > 0 
and C([—r , 0];Md) denote the family of continuous function (f) from [—t , 0] 
to R d with the norm ||0 || =  sup_r<6)<0 . Denote by r , 0];Rd)
the family of all bounded, T q—measurable, C{[—r , 0];R d) —valued random 
variables.
Consider the d—dimensional stochastic differential delay equation with 
jumps
for t G [0, T] with initial data
{X{t)  : - r  < t < 0} =  {C(t) : - r  < t < 0} G C ^ Q - r ,  0]),
and where X(t~)  = lima_ t X (s), a : R d x R d —> Rd, a : R d x R d —> R dxm, 
7  : R d x R d x R d —> Mdxn. We note that each column 7 ^  of the d x n  matrix 
7  =  [ 7 i j]  depends on z  only through the k,th coordinate Zk, i.e.
contains all P-null sets). Let B(t)  be m —dimensional Brownian motion and
dX(t)  = a(X{t) ,  X ( t  -  r))dt  +  a ( X ( l ) , X ( t  -  r))dB{t)
(4.1)
7 (fc)(a;, z) = zk)\ z = (zu ■■■ , zn) G Rn.
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36
Given V  E C 2,1(Md x [—r,T );R + ), we define the operator CV  by 
CV{x,y)  = Vxa ( x , y ) +  ^ trace[aT(x, y)Vxxa(x,  y)]
/. n
+  /  y 2 { v (x +  ,y{k)(x >y>z )) ~ v ix ) -  Vx( i {k\ x , y , z ) ) } v k{dzk).
jRn k=i
where
V W =  ( M f )  . . .  y  M - f P V W
1 dx'i ’ ’ dxn )  ’ xx \ d x i d x'3 /  dxd
A ssum ption 1. (LL) For each R  =  1,2,-•• , there exists a constant L r  
such that
\a(x,y) -  cr(x,y)\2 +  |a(x,y)  -  a(x ,y) \2
+  /  M-Th y, z) ~ y, z)\2v(dz) < L r ( \ x  -  x\2 +  |y -  y\2),
J Kn
(4.2)
for all x, y, x, y E Mn, an d  | r c |  V \y\ V \x\ V \y\ < R.
A ssum ption 2. There are two functions V  E C 2(Rd x [—r , T );R +) and 
U E C(Rd x [—r ,  T);R+) as well as two positive constants Ai and A2, 
such that
lim V(x) = oo (4.3)
|x |—>oo
and
CV(x,  y) < Aj.[l +  V(x)  +  V(y) + U(y)} -  A2U(x).
A ssum ption 3. The jumps are bounded for all moment i.e. f Rn ^ ( x ,  z)\pv(dz) 
C , where p and C are positive constants.
The rest of the chapter is arranged as follows, in section 2, we extend Mao’s 
work (cf. [36]) to SDDEs with jumps. In section 3, we present the Euler- 
Maruyama scheme and Stochastic Theta Method approximation convergence 
to the exact solution in probability.
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4.2 Existence and uniqueness
T h eo rem  4.2.1. Let Assumption 1 and 2 hold. Then for any given initial 
data {C(0 : — t < t < 0} C Cjr ([—r, 0]), there is a unique global solu­
tion X( t )  to equation (4.1) on t G [—r , T]. Moreover, the solution has the 
properties that
for any t G [0, T],
P roo f. By Assumption 1, for any given initial data ((t) there is a unique 
maximal local solution X( t )  on t G [—r, re), where re is the explosion time. 
For each integer R , we define the stopping time
and we define inf 0 =  oo, 0 denotes the empty set. Clearly t r  is increasing 
as R —> oo. Set =  l i m jR _ >00 t r . Note that < re a.s. To complete the 
proof, we need to show P{too < T}  = 0 a.s. For any R  > 0 we derive from 
the Ito formula on t\ G [0,r],
'EY(X (t )) < oo and E / U ( X (s))ds < oo
t r  = inf{« e [0,r e) : \X(t  )| >  /?}






) +  /  Vx( X( s - ) ) a ( X { s - ) , X { ( s  -  T ) ~ ) ) d s
Jo
Vx( X ( s - ) ) a ( X ( s - ) , X ( ( s  -  r ) - ) )dB(s)
Jo
■tiArR
tiace[<rT ( X ( s - ) , X ( { s  -  t ) - ) )Vxx( X { s -))<t ( X ( s ~ ) , X { ( s -  r) - ) )]ds
rt\AT  p
+ /  { V ' ( X ( 0 ) + 7 ( ^ ( 0 . ^ ( ( « - ’- ) - ) , * ) ) - V ( X ( 0 )
Jo j  Rn
-V x(X (s~)y(X (s~), X ((s - t ) ~ ) , z ) ) }  v(dz)ds
[  {K (X (s-) +  j { X{ s - ) ,  X ( ( s  -  r ) - ) ,  *)) -  K (X (s-))}  N(dz,  ds)
J Kn
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/ • l l A  T R
= K(C(0))+ /  £V(A-(4-),X((S - r ) - ) ) d S
Jo
ptlATR
+  /  Vx( X ( s - ) ) o ( X ( s - ) , X ( ( s  -  T)~))dB(s)
Jo
ntiATR n
+ /  {K(X(5-) + 7(X(S-) ,X((S - r ) - ) , z ) ) - K ( X ( S- ) ) }yV(^,^) j
JO J R"
note the last two terms are martingales, we take the expectation and by the 
Assumption 2 to get
E V ( X ( t i  A T r ) )
p t l A T R
=  E1/(C(0)) +  E /  £ V( X( s ~ ) ) , X{{ s  -  r)- ) )ds
Jo
f t l A T R
< V ( C ( 0 ) ) - X 2 E  U(X(s~) )ds
Jo
r t \ A T R
+  AjE /  (1 +  V(X(s~))  +  V(X( ( s  -  r ) - ) )  +  U(X{(s  -  r) -)))d s
Jo
r t \ A T R  p t i A T R
< c i +  AjE /  V ( X ( s - ) ) d s - X 2E U(X(s~))ds  (4.4)
Jo Jo
where
C, =  K(C(0)) +  A,E [ \  1 +  K ( X ( ( 5  -  r)-)) +  C / ( X ( ( 5  -  r)-)))ds 
Jo 
=  l/(C(0)) +  A,E J (  1 +  K ( C ( 5 - ) )  +  t / ( C ( s - ) ) ) d 5
<  OO.
Since A2 is a positive constant, and the function U : Rn —> R+, so we obtain
r t \ A T R
E V i X i h  A rR)) < d  +  A2E /  K (A (s“ ))Js
Jo
< ci +  AiE I  V ( X( s  A TR)~)ds,
Jo
for any £i G [0, r], and by the Gronwall inequality
EK(X(t! A rR)) < c,eAlT. (4.5)
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In particular, for any R > 0
E V ( X ( t A tr )) < c1e*1T.
Define
Hr = inf V(x)  for all R > 0.
It then follows that
Pr W(tr  < t ) < E V ( X ( t  A tr )) < cieXlT.
By the condition (4.3), lim^_»oo — oo. Letting R  —> oo, we arrive at
H tr < r)  =  0 .
Letting R, —> oo in (4.5) yields
EV(Ar(^i)) < CieAir for 0 < t\ < t .
Moreover, setting L\ =  r, we observe that
P T A T R  p T A T R
A2E /  U(X(s~))ds < Cl +  AjE /  V (X (s-))ds.
Jo Jo
Letting —> oo, we have
E / U(X(s~))ds  < —— (ci +  rAiCieAlT) < oo.
Jo ^2
Now we proceed to prove > 2r a.s. For any R  > 0 and t2 G [0,2r],
nothing changed but ri substituted by r2 in (4.4) and we get
r t z A  t r  r t z A T R




C2 =  F(C(0)) +  AiE A l  +  F (X ((s  -  r ) - ) )  +  U(X((s  -  r)~)))ds 
Jo
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=  AiE /  (1 +  y p r ( s - ) )  +  U(X(s~)))ds  
Jo
+ A,E J  (1 +  V(C(s-)) +  U(a*~)))ds
<  OO.
Therefore, we have
E V ( X ( t 2 A tr)) < c2e2AlT, 0 < t\ < 2r. (4.7)
In particular,
EV{X{2r  A T r ) )  < c2e2AlT, for any R  > Rq.
This implies
< 2r)  <  c2e2AlT.
Letting R —> oo, we then obtain that P(r^ < 2r) =  0.
Moreover, by letting R  —► oo and setting £2 =  2r in (4.6), we observe 
that
n2 t 1 r p2r
E U(X(s~))ds < —  cj +  AjE /  V{X{s- ) )ds  
Jo A2 L 7o
< t~ (c 2 +  2Airc2e2AlT)
A2
<  00 .
Repeating this procedure, we can show, for any integer 1 < i < +  1,
that > ir  a.s. and
E V(X( t ) )  < CieiXlT 0 < t < i r ,
as well as




p i  — I t
Ci = R(C(0)) +  AjE /  (1 +  V( X( s - ) )  +  U(X(s- ) ) )ds  < oo.
Jo
Therefore, we have P(too < T) = 0 as claimed. □
E xam ple  4.2.1. Consider a one-dimensional SDDE with jumps 
dX(t)  =  X(t )  aX( t  — t ) — X 2(t)dt +  bX(t  — r)dB{t)  +  f  zN{dz,dt)
L J R
(4.8)
where B{t) is a one dimensional Brownian motion and N(dz,  dt) is a Poisson 
measure. Both a, and b are constant. We now let V{x) = x 2, Then the 
corresponding operator £V( x , y )  has the form
C V (x, y) = 2x 2(ay — x 2) +  x 2b2y2 +  x 2 f  z2u(dz)
J  R
<  2 ax2y —  2.x4 -(- b2x 2y2 +  C x 2.
By the elementary inequality,
(u2 +  v2)
UV ~  2 ’
we derive
w  < ( £ l + 6Y )  (4 9)
Recalling the Young inequality
u P y  1 - 0  <  p u  _|_ (1 _  for any li, V  >  0, P  G [0, 1], 
we compute, for some e > 0
x2y =  (ex4) 1/2 ( Y )
Choosing e =  we have
2ax2y < x4 +  a2y2. (4-10)
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Combining (4.9) and (4.10), we arrive at
C V (x, y) < Ai (x2 +  y2 +  y4) -  ^ x 4,
where Ai =  max{C, a2, j-j .  Therefore, we choose U(x) = x 4 and A2 =  \
to fulfill Assumption 2. Moreover, by Theorem 4.2.1 we conclude for any 
initial data ((£), — r  < t < 0, that there is a unique global solution X(t )  on
if we let V (x, y ) =  |x|p and U(x, y) = |x |9 for any p, q > 2 we get the moment 
bounded property.
4.3 Convergence in probability
In this section, we will introduce the Euler-Maruyama scheme and Stochastic 
Theta Method for SDDEs with jumps and prove convergence to the exact so­
lution in probability under some additional conditions in terms of Lyapunov- 
type functions. We replace Assumption 2 by :
A ssu m p tio n  4 The C2 function V  : —► R+ satisfying
CV(x,y)  <h[ l  + V{x) + V(y)\.
A ssu m p tio n  5 for each R > 0 there exists a positive constant K r  such that 
for all x, y £ R n with |x| V \y\ < R,
\V(x) -  V(y) | V \ Vx{x) -  Vx(y)\ V \Vxx(x) -  Vxx(y)\ < K R|x -  y\.
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t e [ - r , T } .
R em ark  4.2.1. By Theorem 4.2.1
E V(X(t ) )  < oo and E /  U(X(s))ds < oo,
lim V (x) =  oo
|x |—>oo
and
4.3.1 Euler-M aruyam a m ethod
We now define the Euler-Maruyama approximation. Let the time stepsize 
A G (0,1) be a fraction of r, that is A =  for some sufficiently large integer 
N. The discrete EM approximate solution is defined by
with T(0) =  £(0 ) on —r  < t < 0. Here k = 0 ,1 ,2 ,..., and IA[kA — r) 
denotes the integer part of k A  — r /A , and A Bk = B((k + 1)A) — B( k A) and 
A N k(dz) = N((k  +  1)A, dz) -  N ( k A , dz).
To define the continuous extension, we need to introduce two step pro­
cesses
Y{{k  +  1)A) —Y ( k A)  +  a(Y(kA) ,  Y ( I A[kA -  r]A))A  
+  a(Y(kA) ,  Y ( I A [kA -  r ]A) ) ABk
j ( Y ( k A ) ,  Y ( I A[kA -  r] A, z ) ) A Nk(dz)
oo
*i(o  =  E  1 [/cA,(fc+l)A] (t )Y(k A)  ^
k=0
oo
z2(t) = ^ 2 l [ k A,(k+i)&]{t)Y(IA [kA — r]A).
k=0
The continuous EM numerical solution is defined by
CM, - r  < t <  0 ;
+  f  [  j ( z i ( s  ) , z2(s ) , z )N(ds ,dz ), 0 < t < T.
rt
J0 J Rn
Note that Y (k A ) =  Y( kA )  for every k > 0.
T h eo rem  4.3.1. Let Assumptions 1, 3, 4, 5 hold. Then
lim ( sup |X(£) — Y(t) \2 ) = 0  in probability. (4-11)
A ^ °  \ o < t < T  J
P roof. We divide the whole proof into three steps.
Step 1. For sufficiently large R , define the stopping time
0! = in f { t e  [0, T] : |X ( r ) |  > R}.
Applying the generalized Ito formula, yields
K (X (tA 0!))
p t . A 9 \
= V ( m )  +  /  K (X (s -))a (X (S-) ,X ((s  -  T)~))ds
Jo
p t A 9 \
+  /  Vx(X(s~) )a(X(s - ) ,  X ( ( s -  T)~))dB(s)
Jo
■t p t A 9 \
+ - J  trace[cjT(Ar(s_), X ((s -  r)~))Vxx(X(s~))  
x (t ( X ( s ~ ) , X ( ( s -  r )~) ) ]ds
p t A 9 \  p
+ /  /  {v (x ( 0 ) + i ( x ( r ) lx ( ( » - r ) - ) , 2) ) - i ' ( X ( 0 )
Jo Jun
- V x(X(s~)-y(X(s~) ,X((s  -  r )" ) ,z ))}  v(dz)ds
p t A 9 i  p
+ /  { V '(X (O  +  'K * ( s - ) ,X ( ( s - 7 - ) - ) 1-0)
Jo J ru
-V ( X ( s ~ ) ) }  N(dz ,ds)
p t A 9 \
= V( «0) )  + /  CV( X{s - ) ,  X { { s -  r ) - ) )ds
Jo
p t A 9 \
+ /  V * (X (s - ) ) a ( X ( O ,X ( (s - r ) - ) ) ( i0 ( s )
Jo
p t A 9 \  p
+ /  {K(X(s-)+7(A-(s-) ,X((S - r ) - ) , Z))-K(X(s))}Ar(<iZl(iS),
Jo JiRn
Note that the last two terms are martingales, taking the expectation of 




=  V(C(0)) +  E /  C V( X ( s - ) , X ( ( s  -  T)-))ds
JO
ptAdi
< K(C(0)) + hE [1 +  V(X(s~) )  + V( X( ( s  -  T ) ~ ) ) ] d s  
Jo
< K(C(0)) +  f tT +  sup EK(C(s)) +  2/iE [  V( X( s  A$i))ds,
— T < s < 0  JO
by the Gronwall inequality we have
E( V( X( t  Afli))) <  (K(C(0)) +  /iT +  sup EV(C(s)))e2M’. (4.12)
— T < S < 0
Let
vr = inf{V(:r) : |x| > R}.
By condition (i), v r  —> oo as R  — ► oo. Note that |X (0i)| =  R  whenever 
6\ < T , and therefore we derive from (4.12) that
ufiP(0, < T) < EV(X(e1)[lei<T}) < (1/(C(0)) + h T +  sup EK(C(s)))e2'*r ,
— T < S < 0
that is
m < T ) < ( n m + k T + S u P_r i 3<_0E v m ) ) ^  (413)
vr
Step 2. For sufficiently large R  define the stopping time
Pl =inf{* G [0,71 : \Y(t-)\ > R}.
Once again, we apply the Ito formula to V ( Y (£)), and taking the expectation 
we obtain
E [ V ( Y ( t A Pl))}
p t A p i
= K (C (0))+E  /  Vx(Y(s~))a(z1(s~)}z2(s~))ds
Jo
1 f tAp 1
+  -E  J  tmce[aT(zi(s~))z2(s~))Vxx(Y(s~))a(z1(s~),z2(s~))]ds
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p i / \ p \  p
+  e  /  / {K (r(s~ ) +  7 (21(0 , 22(0 , 2)) -  ^ ( O - ))
Jo Jun
- V X( Y ( s~) ) ' y ( z i ( s~) ,  z2(s ~),  z ) }  u ( d z ) d s
p t A p i
=  V ' ( C ( 0 ) ) + E /  C V ( z 1( s ~ ) , z 2( s - ) ) d s
Jo
p t A p i
+  E / |Vx(y (s _)) -  K:(zi(5"))] a { z i ( s ~ ) , z 2( s~) ) ds
Jo
1 r t A Pi
+  - E  j  trace [aT(zi(s_ )> z 2(s~))  (Vxx(Y(s~)) -  1 4 0  (s~)))
xcr(zi(s” ),z2( 0 ) ]  ds
r t A p i  p
+  E /  /  { K (f  (s“ ) + 7 (z i(s- ) , z2(s- ),2))
Jo J r
- K ( z i ( s " )  +  t M O ,  z 2(s~) ,  z ) )
+ V (zl ( s - ) ) - V ( Y ( s - ) )
-  [ * 4 ( ^ ( 0 )  -  V 4 (z i(0 )] 7(z i( s" ) ,  z2(s ~ ) , z ) }  u ( d z ) d s  .
p t A p \
< V ( m )  + h T  + 2 /1E /  K (T (s -) )d s
Jo
p t A p i
+  /1E /  |V (? (s " ) ) -V (z ! ( s - ) ) |d a
Jo
p t A p i
+  /1E /  |V (? (5- ) ) - K ( z 2(5-))|d5
Jo
p t A p i
+  C r E  | ? ( s - ) - Zl(s-) |</s,
Jo
p t A p i  _  p t A p i
< K(C(0)) +  hT  +  2/iE /  V(Y(s~))ds  +  h K R /  |y (s " )  -  z j ( O l rfs
Jo Jo
+  h K R \ Y ( s ~ ) - z 2( s - ) \ d s  +  C RE  | ? ( s - ) - Zl( s - ) |d s ,
Jo Jo
where C r  is a constant independent of A, and in the computation below C r  
varies line by line. In the same way as we proved in the previous Lemma 
3.2.3 we can show that 
E |y (s) — £i(s)|2 <  C ( R ) A 
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and
E | ? ( s ) - Z2(s)|2 < C (fl)A ,
so that
-tApi
EK (T(s)) < K(C(0)) + hT + Cr A  +  2hE /  V{Y(s~))ds.
By the same computation leading to (4.13), we obtain
ip(pi < t ) < [” ( ; { : ) )+ hT + c r a ]-
,2  h T
V r
Step 3. Let t\ =  pi A 9\. Recall Theorem 3.2.1, then we have
E sup | X ( t ) - Y ( t ) f
, 0 < t < r i  AT
< C(R)A.
Assume e, a  G (0,1), set
Q = {cu : sup \X(t) — Y( t)\2 > a } .
o < t < T
We compute
aP(0 n {n > T}) = 0iE [/ri>T/n] 
< E In >T sup \ X ( t ) - Y ( L ) [
0 < t < T \ A T
< E
< C(R) a
sup | X ( t ) - Y { t ) f
_0< £< ti  A T
together with (4.13) and (4.14), this yields
P(fi) < P(fi n  {n  > T})  +  P (n  < T)
< P(fi n  {n  > T}) +  p(0i < T) +  P(p! < T)
< C(R)
a






f (V(C(0)) + hT  + sup_T<5<0Ey(C( s ) ) y hT
V R
Recalling tha t v r  —> o o  as R  —► oo, we can choose R  sufficiently large for 
obtaining
  , L^ e 2hT , (nC(0)) +  /iT + sup_T<5<0EV'(C(s)))e2'*7' e
L  1-------------------------------------  < «)
V R  V R  2
and then choose A sufficiently small to get
^ A  + C „A ^ < 1  a vR 2
hence we aim at
P(Q) =  P ( sup |X(t)  — V ^)!2 > aA < e.
\ o  < t < T  J
□
4.3.2 T he stochastic th eta  m ethod
Given a sufficiently small stepsize A =  rN > 0 for some large integer N  and 
a particular choice of 9 £ [0,1], the theta method is defined by
Z((k  +  1)A) =Z(lfcA) 4- (1 -  0)a(Z(kA),  Z ( IA[kA -  r]A))A  
+  6a(Z((k  +  1)A), Z ( IA [(k +  1)A -  r]A))A  
+  <r(Z(fcA), Z ( IA[kA -  r ]A ) )A B k 
+  [  'y(Z(kA)j Z ( IA [kA — r]A, z ) )A N k{dz) (4.15)
JRn
with initial data
{Z(t)  : —r  < t < 0} =  { ^ ( t)  : —r  < t < 0}
= {C(0 :  - r < i < 0 } 6 C ^ ( [ - r , 0 ] ) ,
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where A B k and A N k(dz) denote the increments of the Brownian motion and 
the compensated Poisson process respectively. IA [(k +  1)A — r] denotes the 
integer part of (k +  1)A — t / 5 .
For convenience, we will extend the discrete numerical solution to con­
tinuous time. In addition, we also need introduce four step process
oo
= E  I[/cA,(A:+l)A] ( t)Z(kA,S),
k=0
oo
*2(0 =  ^ 2  1[fc .^(*+i)A]( t)Z(IA [A;A -  r]A),
k= 0 
0 0
z 3 ( 0  — ^ 2  l [ fcA, (*; +l )A] (^) 2’((fc +  1 ) A ) ,
k—0
OO
4^(0 = 1[fcA,(fc+i)A](0^ (^ A[(A; + 1)A -  r]A).
k= 0
The continuous theta approximate solute is defined by
((£), - r < t <  0;
z ( 0  =
C(0)+ [  ( l - d ) a ( z i ( s  ) , z2(s ))ds 
+  / 0a(z3(s_), z4(s_))<is 
+  /  0-(z!(s“ ),2:2(5_))(iB(s)
do.'t
+  /  I l { z \{s~) ,z2(s~),z)N{ds,dz),  0 < t < T .
Jo J Rn
Clearly, ^(fcA) =  23((A; — 1)A) =  Z(A;A).
Clearly, when 0 =  0 the numerical solution becomes EM approximation, 
however, when 6 ^  0, the 6 method is defined by an implicit equation. In 
order to make sure the Stochastic Theta Method is well defined, we require 
the coefficient function a{x,y)  satisfying a global Lipschitz condition, i.e. 
there exists a constant L > 0 such that
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A ssum ption 6
|a (x,y)  -  a{x,y)\2 < L(\x -  x\2 +  \y -  y\2), (4.16)
and cr(x,y) as well as f Rn j ( x ,  y, z)u{dz) still satisfying the condition 
in Assumptions 1, i.e.
\a(x,y) - a ( x , y ) \ 2 + /  \ j ( x ,y , z )  -  j ( x , y ,  z)\2iz(dz)
JRn
< L r (\x  -  x\2 +  |y -  y \2), 
for all x , y, x, y £ Rn, and |a;| V \y\ V |x| V \y\ < R.
Then for A < m in { ^ ^ ,r} , the numerical solution of theta method is 
well defined, (see [23])
T h eo rem  4.3.2. Let Assumption 3, 4> 5, 6 hold, then we have
lim ( sup \X(t) — Z(t)\2 ) =  0 in probability. (4-17)
A_+0 \o<t<r J
P roof. Again we divide the whole proof into three steps.
Step 1. For sufficiently large R , define the stopping time
92 = mi{ t  £ [0, T] : \X(t)\ > R}.
By the same computation as in the proof of Theorem 4.3.1, we have
F(fe < T) < |1' .K I° )) +  "  +  (1.18)
Vr
Step 2. For sufficiently large R  define the stopping time
p2 = inf{i £ [0,T] : \Z(t)\ > R}.
Once again, we apply the Ito formula to V(Z(t)) ,  and taking the expectation 
to obtain
E [ V ( Z ( t A p 2))}
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ptAp2 _




+  2E j  t e ^ W r {z\{s~),z2{s~))Vxx(Z{s~))(j(zl (s~),Z2(s~))\di
pt Ap 2 r
+  E /  /  { V ( Z ( s - ) + ' f (z1( s - ) , z2( s - ) , z ) ) - V ( Z ( s - ) )
Jo J R n'0 «/
- V x(Z(s~))^f(zi(s~), z2(s~), z)} v(dz)ds
"tAp2PT.AP
= K(C(0)) +  E /  CV(z1(s~),z2(s-))ds
Jo
n tA p 2
+  E / Vx(Z(s~))9[a(z3(s~),z4{s~)) -  a (z i(s~)yz2{s~))]ds
Jo
p t A p 2
+  E / [Vx( Z ( s ~ ) ) - V x(z i{s~))]a(zl (s~),z2(s~))ds
Jo
2 f t A p 2  _
+ -E  j  trace [c7T(2i(5“ ), 22(s“ )) (Vxx(Z(s~)) -  Vxx(zi(s~))) 
<7(21(5“ ), 23(5“ ))] ds
p tA p 2  P
+  E /  /  { V ( Z ( S ~ )  + 7 ( 2 i ( s ' ) , 2 2 ( 5 _ ) , 2 ) )
Jo J]Rn
-K (2!(5") + 7 (2 i(5 _), 22(S_),Z))
+  K(21( 5 - ) ) - F ( Z ( 5 - ) )
-  |Vx(Z (s“ )) — 14 (21(5“ ))] 7 (2! (s_), z2(s~), 2)} v(dz)ds. (4.19)
Let us now have a look the behavior of the third term of (4.19). We know that 
at each gridpoint 21 (A;A) = z3((k — 1)A), and for each r  =  N A, z2{kA) =  
z4({k — 1))A. Since some z3(t) ,z4(t) may extend beyond T, we have to work 
in the interval [0,T +  1], by the Lipschitz condition
p tA p 2
E / Vx(Z(s~))6[ot(z3(s~),z4(s~)) -  a(z i(s~), z2(s~))\ds
Jo
p tA p 2





E [ V ( Z ( tA p 2))\
rtAp2
< F(C(0)) +  hT  +  2hE /  V(Z(s~))ds  
Jo
rtAp2
+  hE /  |V{Z(s~)) -  K (z!(s-))|ds
Jo
ntAp2
+ ME /  \ V ( Z ( s - ) ) - V ( z 2(s-))\ds
Jo
rtAp2 _
+ CRE /  |V (Z (s-)) -
Jo
ptAp2 ptAp2
< F(C(0)) + hT + 2hE /  K (Z (s-))ds +  hK RE /  |Z(s~) -  ^ ( s ^ d s
Jo Jo
/>/,Ap2
+  /iA r E /  |Z(5- ) - 2 2(5-)|<£s
Jo
ptAp2
+ CrE I  \V(Z(s~))  -  V U ( S-) ) |d 5
Jo
where C/? is a constant independent of A, and in the computation below Cr 
varies line by line. In the same way as was proved Lemma 3.2.3 in [23] we 
can show that
E|Z(s) - 2 i ( s ) | 2 < C(R)A
and
E |Z{s) -  z2(s) | 2 < C(R)A,
so that
ptAp2
E V{Z(s))  < 1 ^ (0 ) )  +  hT  +  Cr A  +  2hE /  V(Z{s~))ds.
Jo
By the same computation leading to (4.13), we obtain
p 2 h T
HP2 < T ) <  ['. '{:[:))+ hT  + C r A ]  . (4.20)
V r
Step 3. Let r2 =  p2 A 02. Recalling Theorem 3.3.1 in [23], we have
E sup \X(t) — Z(t)[




Assume e, a  £ (0,1), set
Q = {u  : sup |X(t )  — Z( t )|2 > a:}.
0 < t< T
We compute
aF(tt  f| { t 2 > T})  =  aE  [ / T2> t / q  
< E I t2 > t  sup \ X ( t ) - Z ( t ) \ 4
0 < t < r 2A T
< E
< C{R)A,
sup \X(t) — Z(t)\‘
0 < t < r 2A T
together with (4.18) and (4.20), this yields
P(ft) < P(Q n  {r2 > T})  +  P (r2 < T )
< P (0  n  {r2 > T}) +  P(02 < T) +  P(p2 < T)
C (rt) ,2 / iT< - ^ A  + [K(C(0)) + /iT + C*A]-----
a  V R
| (W(C(0)) +  hT  +  sup_ r <s<0 EK(C(5)))e2^
Recalling that —* oo as R  —> oo, we can choose R sufficiently large for
obtaining
+ hT\
e2hT , (K(C(0)) +  /lT +  su p .r<s<0 EK(C(s)))e
+
vr vr
and then choose A sufficiently small to get
C(R) A ^  A e2hT c - ^ A  +  C *A  < -




P(fi) =  P ( sup |A (t) — Z ( t )| > a  ) < e.





A pplication to finance
During the last decade, Levy processes (especially the exponential Levy pro­
cesses) have become increasingly popular for modeling market fluctuations, 
both for risk management and option pricing purposes. However, the Levy 
market is incomplete, that is contingent claims cannot in general be hedged 
by a suitable portfolio. Many different approaches to this problem have been 
proposed in recent years. In this chapter, we focus on seeking a minimum 
relative entropy martingale measure for the stochastic jump-diffusion delay 
models.
5.1 Stochastic jum p delay m odels for the stock  
price
We let (0 , J7, {^t}t>0j P) be a complete probability space with a filtration 
{Ft}t>o satisfying the usual conditions (i.e. it is right continuous and 
contains all P-null sets). Let N(t, z) be a compensated Poisson process with 
bounded intensity A =  v( R) where v is a bounded Levy measure. Let r  > 0 
and C ([—t, 0]; R) denote the family of continuous function <f> from [—r, 0] to R
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with the norm ||0 || =  sup_T<0<o \4>(0)\. Denote by CjrQ([-r,  0]; E) the family 
of all bounded, J-'q—measurable, CQ—r, 0]; E )—valued random variables.
We consider the stock price process S(t) satisfying the following stochastic 
differential delay equation with jumps on t G [0, T]:
Where a  is a constant and 7  : E  —> E  is continuous functions.
As defined in the real world, we would like to show that positive initial 
data leads to positive solutions.
T h eo rem  5.1.1. The SDDE (5.1) has a pathwise unique solution S(t) for a 
given measurable initial process £(£). Furthermore, if  ((0) > 0 a.s. and 
for any i g E  7 (x , z) > — 1 then S(t) > 0 for all t G [0, T } a.s.
P roo f. For any t G [0, r], with the initial value 5'(0) =  C(0), we have
(5.1)
and with initial data





dS(t) = S(t)dY (t)
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with initial value 5(0) =  1. The condition ^ ((( t  — r) , z) > —1 implies 
A Y(t)  > — 1. Apply Doleans-Dade exponential formula (see [6]), we have
5(f) =  exp{y(-}  J ]  (1 +  A Y S).
0 < s < t
So the solution of (5.2) is given by
5(t) =  C(0)exp{?t-} J ]  (1 +  A K ).
0 < s < t
Since A Y(t)  > —1 , it is obviously that S(t) > 0 for all t £ [0,r] almost
surely, when £(0) > 0  a.s.. By a similar argument, we may obtain S(t) > 0
for all t £ [t , 2r] a.s.. Therefore S(t) > 0 for all t £ [0,T] a.s..
Note 7 (x, z) > —1, for all t £ [0, r], define
T (£ )= ln £ (0 ) +  [  a ( ( s - r ) ~ d s +  f  f  In [l +  7 (C(s -  t ) ~ , z)\ N(dz, ds) 
Jo Jo JR
+ [  [  {in [l +  7 (C(s — r ) _ , z)] — 7 (C(s — t )~, z)} v(dz)ds.
Jo JR
Let X(t)  = eY(l\  and the Ito formula gives
dX(t)  = eY(t) |aC (* -  t )~ +  ^ { ln It +  l'(C(t ~ T)~<z )] ~  7(C(< -
+  [  ey(1)_ln[1+7(l' (<_T,-'z)l -  eY^ N ( d z ,d t )
J R
_|_ f  / e^(0~ln[1+7(C(t—r)_,z)]
J R f
—eY^  — eY^  In [l +  7 (C(  ^~ T)~ >z )] } v{dz)dt
= X( t )  j a ( ( £  -  r)dt +  J  7 (((t -  t )~ ,z )N(d t ,  cte) j .
Since the solution to Eq.(5.1) is unique, S{t) = X( t )  =  eY^ \  and this gives 
the solution
+  /  /  On I1 +  7(C(s -  r) ,z)] - 7 (C(5 - r )  , z ) } v ( d z ) d s \
J0 J R J
This clearly implies S(t)  > 0  for all t G [0, t] a.s.. Repeating this procedure 
above on [r, 2r ] , therefore, we have the solution
a5'(s — r )~ds+  f  (  In [l +  ^{S{s  — r )~ , z)] N(dz, ds) 
Jo JR
+  [  f  {ln C1 +  7 (S(.s -  r ) " ,z ) ]  -  7 ( ^ ( 5  -  r ) ~ , z ) }  v ( dz ) ds \
Jo J R J
Therefore 5(£) > 0 for all t. G [0,T] a.s. when 7 (5'(s -  r)~,z )  > —1 and 
C(o) > 0 .
□
S{t) =  C(0) exp
5.2 Equivalent m artingales
The fundamental asset pricing theorem showed us “there is no free lunch 
with vanishing risk” , in a mathematical word
P ro p o sitio n  5.2.1. The market model defined by o> P) and as­
set prices S(t) is arbitrage-free if  and only if there exists a probability measure 
Q ~  P such that the discounted assets S ( t ) are martingales with respect to
Q-
We consider a world with just one risky asset with price process S{t) 
satisfying the SDDE (5.1) and a risk-free saving account paying constant 
interest rate r, we set the bond B(t) = ert. Consider an option, written on a 
stock, with maturity at some future time T  > t and exercise price K. Assume 
also that there are no transaction costs and that the underlying stock pays 
no dividends.
We denote the discounted stock price process by
§(t) : =  m = e " r ‘ s ( t ) ’
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Then by Ito ’s formula, we obtain
dS{t) =  e~TidS(t) + S( t) (—re~Tt)dt
= S{t) (aS(t  — t ) — r)dt +  / ^ (S f t  — t ) , z )N (dz , dt) 
J R
We seek an equivalent martingale measure Q of the process S(t). 
T h eo rem  5.2.1. Given the discounted price S(t) of the form
dS(t) = S(t) (aS(t  — t ) -  r)dt +  f  7 (S(t — r), z)N(dz,d,t)
1 J  R




Z(t)  =  exp
0 J R
/ 7 (2:, z)q(x, z)v(dz) =  ax  — r.
J R
In ( l — q(S(s — t ) , z ) )N (d s ,d z )
(5.3)
+  [  f  [in (l -  q(S(s -  t )  , z ) )  + q{S(s -  t ) , z ) \ v ( d z ) d s \  
Jo Jr J
Define a measure Q on T t by
dQ = Z{T)dP ,
*/
E P[Z(T)] = 1,
then Q is an equivalent local martingale measure for S(t).
P roo f. Set Tt '■= Fo for any t < 0. Since q(x, z) is measurable with 
respect to the o —algebra Then for any t G [0,T], Set
Y{t) — j  f  In (l — q(S(s — t ) , z ) )N (d s ,d z )  
Jo Jr
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+  [  [  [ln i 1 ~ ~  r ) >*))+ 9 (*s'(s - r ) ,z)]v{dz)dsJo J r
by Ito’s formula, we obtain
5y (s )+ ln ( l -g (5 (s - r )  ,*))e
o 1




A' (s)+ln(l—</(£(s—t)  , z ) )  _  Y ( s ) N (d z , ds)
-I- f  er(s) f  [ln (l -  q(S(s -  r)  , z)) +  q{S(s -  r )  , z)] v{dz)ds 
Jo Jr
=  1 +
'0  J R
N ( d z , ds).3y (s )+ ln ( l -g (5 (s - r )  ,z)) _  g V'(s)
We note that N(dt,dz)  is a martingale measure, therefore
E p { i  +  j *  J  'e n t )+\n( l - ^S( , - r ) - , z ) )  _ en i) j  N ( d z , d t )  |JF0 j  =  1.
Define measure
N Q(d,t, dz) = N (d t , dz) +  g(5'(/: -  r ), z)u(dz)dt , 
by Girsanov’s theorem ([5])
[ f N Q(d t ,dz )=  f f N (d t ,d z )+  f f q(S(t -  r), z)v{dz)dt
Jo Jr Jo Jr Jo Jr
is a Q —martingale.
We then derive for the discounted price
— C(0) exp |  f  (aS(s — t)~ — r)ds +  f  f  In [l +  7 (S(s — t )~,z)]  N(dz,d,s) 
I Jo Jo Jr
+  [  [  {In [l + 7 ( ^ ( 5  -  t )~ ,z)] -  7(5(s -  r )~ ,z )}  u{dz)ds\
Jo J r J
=  ( ( 0 ) e x p | f f ln [ l  +  7 (S(s -  r )~ , z)] N Q(dz,ds)
I Jo Jr
~  f  f  { l n[ l  + ' v ( S ( s - T ) - ) ] - ' y ( S ( s - T ) ~ , z ) }
Jo Jr
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x (1 — q(S(t  — t) ,  z))u(dz)ds
+ f (aS(s  — r ) — r — f q(S(t — r), z))'y(S(s — r) )i/(dz) dsl .
Jo L Jr J J
by the condition (5.3), S(t) is a martingale with respect to the measure Q.
Consider a portfolio in this market is a predictable process
<P{t) =  (0o(O.0i(O) G
□
such that
[0 o( 0  +  0 i(O ]^  < 00 a -s-
The value process is a stochastic process and defined by
V(t) =  <f>o(t)B(t) +  <f>i(t)S(t), 0 < t < T .
Assume that (0o(O>0i(O) is self-financing, then V(t) is given by
^(0 = ^(0) +  f  Ms)dB(s) + [  Ms)dS(s).
Jo Jo
From (5.4), we obtain
0 o =  e"rW * ) - 01 (0 5 (0 ).
(5.4)
and
dV(t) =  rV(t)dt + 0i 5(0
This implies
(aS(t  — t ) — r)dt +  f  7(S(t — r) , z)N(dz ,dt )  
J r
d(e~HV{t))
=  e~rldV(t) -  re~rlV(t)dt




e- riV(t)  =  V(0) +  [ T <f>i dS{t).
Jo
Assume there exists a measure Q absolute continuous to P, such that the
this shows that there is no arbitrage in this market, i.e. Proposition 5.2.1
5.3 M inimum relative entropy m artingale m ea­
sure
So far we have discussed the equivalent martingale measure and its relation 
with absence of arbitrage, which is both a reasonable property to assume in 
a real market and a generic property of many stochastic models. However, 
for the option pricing model we described in the previous section, there exist 
many equivalent measures under which the discounted price process is mar­
tingale, in other words, such a market is incomplete. In a complete market 
there is only one arbitrage-free way to value an option. In real markets, as 
well as in jump models described markets, contingent claims cannot in gen­
eral be hedged by a suitable portfolio. This forced us to select an appropriate 
martingale measure from among the uncountably many such measures with 
which to price a contingent claim. During the last decade, many investiga­
tions and approaches to this problem, such as [4]. Nevertheless, there is no 
definitive way of pricing contingent claims in incomplete markets which is
discount asset processes S(t) are martingales with respect to Q. When V  (0) =  
0 , we see that
<j>idS(t) =  0,
holds.
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preferable to the other possible methods in all situations. In this section, we 
focus on the minimal relative entropy martingale measure for the stochastic 
jump delay models.
D efin ition  5.3.1. For a fixed measure P, the relative entropy Ip(Q) of any 
measure Q with respect to P  is defined to be
Ip{Q) =  EQ
By Theorem 5.2.1, for any s G [0,T] the relative entropy in terms of the 
Q—martingale N® is therefore
dQ'
' dQ' 
m —- = E P
\dQ dQ1 
—  ln —
dP dP dP
Ip{Q) =  E«
=  e q
ln
dP
f f  ln ( l  — q(S(s — t ) , z ) )N (d s ,d z )  
Jo Jr
+  f f  [In (3. — — T-) ,z))  +  q(S(s -  r) , z)] u{dz)ds
J o  J r
= Eq f  (  ln ( l  — q(S(s — t ) , z ) ) N Q(ds,dz)
Jo Jr
— f  (  ln (l — q(S(s — r )~ , z)) q(S(s — t ) ~ , z)v(dz)ds 
Jo Jr
+  f  f  [ln (l -  q(S(s -  r)~,  z)) +  q(S(s -  r )~ , z)\ v(dz)ds
= Eq [(1 -  q{S(s - t )  , z)) ln (l — q(S(s — r) , z)) +  q(S(s -  r)'
The problem of finding the equivalent martingale measure of minimum rela­
tive entropy can clearly be reduced to that for a fixed s G [0, T], q(S(s—r )~ , z) 
satisfying (5.3), and minimizing
Eq f  [(I -  q{S(s -  t ) , z)) ln (l — q(S(s — r) , z)) +  q(S(s -  r) ,z)]v(dz) 
J r
Note that Ip(Q) > 0 for any Q. If Q is not absolutely continuous with 




/ [(1 - 9 ( ^ ( 5 - r ) _ , z ) ) l n ( l - ^ ( 5 ' ( 5 - r ) - , z ) )  +  g (5 '(s -r ) ' ,2 : ) ] i / (d 2 :)  (5.5) 
J  R
In terms of the variation of q ( S ( s  — r ) ~ , z )  leads to different measure, one 
can choose the optimal q ( S ( s  — t ) , z ), and denote by Q* the corresponding  
measure. The optional value of (5.5) is therefore deterministic and for any  
other choice of q{ S ( s  — t ) , z ) w ith  associated measure Q, we have
Q  f K1 -  q ( S ( s  -  r )~ ,  z )) ln ( l  -  q ( S ( s  -  t ) ~ }z )) +  q{S{s  -  r ) ~ , z ) ]u(dz )  
. J r
> r  = q *[f ].
Letting A be a Lagrange multiplier associated with the constraint (5.3), 
then we arrive at
L ( \ , q { S ( s  -  t ) , z ))
=  [  [(1 - q ( S ( s - T ) ~ , z ) )  ln ( l  -  g ( 5 ( s  -  r ) " , z ) )  +  q ( S ( s  -  t )~ , z ) ) v (dz )  
J r
+  [  Aj i S i t  -  r ) “ , z ) q ( S ( s  -  t ) ~ , z ) v ( d z ) .
J r
For all u and F, we require
d—  L(A, q(S(s -  t ) ,  z ) +  uF) = 0 , (5.6)
■u =0
we calculate (5.6) as follows 
d
du L(A, q(S(s -  r) , z) +  uF) u=0
= l  ,2r) ~ w^ 1) ln (1 -  q(s (s ~ T) , z ) - u F )
«/ JR
+q{S(s -  r) , z) +  uF  +  Ai ( S ( t  -  r)~,z)(q(S(s -  r )~ ,z )  +  uF)} v(dz)
= JR ~cL ~~ q(S S^ ~  “  u F ^
u= 0
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- q ( S ( s - r )  , 2 ) ln ( l -  q(S(s -  r)  , z ) - u F )
—uF  ln(l — q(S(s — r)~ ,z )  — uF)  +  q(S(s — r)~ ,z)  +  uF
+A7 (S(t -  r )~,z)q(S(s  -  t ) ~ , z )  +  A7 (S(t -  t ) ~ , z ) u F }  v(dz)






ln(l -  q(S(s -  t ) ~ , z ) )  +  A7 (S(t -  r )~ ,z )  = 0
and we have
?(S(S -  t ) ~ , z ) )  =  1 -  e ^ S ( l ~ r )-, z) ,
Therefore, writing the discounted price S(t)  in terms of Q*—martingale, we 
have
S(t)  =  C(0) exp ^ y  [a5(s -  r) — r]ds
+ (  [  {In [l +  7 (S(s  -  r ) “ , z)\ -  7 (S(s -  r)~ ,z )}  v(dz)ds 
Jo J r
+ f  (  ln [l +  7 (5 (s -  t ) - , z ) ]  N(dz,  d s ) |
Jo J r J
=  C ( 0 ) e x p |y  [aS(s — t )~ — r]ds
+  [  [  0 n i1 +  7(S,(s -  T)~1Z)] -  7 ( ^ ( 5  -  T) ~, z ) }  v{dz)ds 
Jo J r
+ f  I  ln [l +  7 (5 (5  -  r ) _ , z)] N Q*(dz, ds)
Jo J r
— J  eA7^ s-T) ln [l +  7 ( ^ ( 5  — r ) - , z)] ^(dz)d5 |
=  C (0)exp( +  [  [  ln [l +  7 (S(s -  t )~ , z)] N Q* (dz,ds)
{ Jo J r
+  /  [  { ln  [ l  +  7 ( ^ ( 5  -  t ) ~ , z )\  -  7 ( S ( s  -  t ) ~ , z ) }
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x e ^ (s(s-T r 'z)v(dz)ds
- f f  {In [ l + 7 (S(s -  r ) _ ,z)] -  7 (5 (5  -  r ) “ ,z)}
Jo J r
,(dz)d$
+ [  [  { ln [l +  7 (5 ( s - r ) _ ,z)] - -y(S(s -  t )~ ,z)} u(dz)ds 
Jo J r
— f  f  (1 — eA7^ s-r) ’^ ) l n [ l - | - 7 {S(s — t )~ ,z)\v (dz)ds  
Jo Jr
+  J  [aS^s — t ) “ — r]d s j
=  ( ( 0 )e x p j  +  [  [  ln [l +  7 ( ^ ( 5  -  t ) - ,z)] N Q*(dz,ds)
I Jo Jr
+  f  [  { ln [1 +  7 ( 5 ( 5 - r ) " , z ) ]  - 7 ( 5 ( 5  - r ) “ , z ) }
Jo J r
xeA ^ S-T)~'z)v(dz)ds
+ f  -  f  ( l - e XliS{s- T r 'z)) j ( S { s - T ) - , z ) i ^ ( d z )
Jo L J r
+ (aS(s -  t )~ -  r)] ds} ,
by the condition (5.3), we see that
S(t)  =  =  ((O)exp | +  [  /* In [l +  7 (S{s -  t) " ,z ) ]  N Q (dz,ds)
I Jo Jr
+ [  [  {In [l +  7 (S(s -  r ) “ ,z)] -  j (S { s  -  r ) " ,z )}
J 0 J R
Xe^S(s-T)-,z)v ^ d s \
is a martingale with respect to Q*.
We then have the following theorem
T h eo rem  5.3.1. Given the jump delay model of the form
dS(t) = aS( t  -  r)S(t)dt  +  S(t) [  7 (S(t — r )~ ,z )N(dt ,dz)
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with bounded moments. The minimum relative entropy martingale measure 
is constructed via a Lagrange multiplier X, such as
q(x,z) = l - e- x^ x'z)
for any t G [0,T], where q(x,z) is defined in Theorem 5.2.1.
R em ark  5.3.1. Open question: there is a lack of technique to control models 
such as:
dS{t) =aS{t  -  r)S(t)dt  +  a(S(t  -  r))S(t )dW(t)
+ f  7 (S(t — t ) ~ ,z)S(t~)N(dt,dz) .
J r
Since coefficients involves the initial process, which is not independent on 
W(t) and N(t ,z ) .  It is difficult to seek a equivalent martingale measure.
I l l
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Index of notation
Rn n-dimensional Euclidean space.
E the expectation.
Ep the expectation with respect to the measure P.
N(dz ,dt )  Poisson measure.
N(dz, dt) compensated Poisson measure.
v bounded Levy measure
A X( t )  the jump of X( t )  defined by A X(t )  = X( i )  — X( t r) .
X( t~)  the left limit of X  at time t.
6(t) variable time delay.
| • | the Euclidean norm for vectors or the trace
norm for matrices.
Cpo the family of all bounded, .Fo-measurable functions.
[X, X] t quadratic variation of X t■
cadlag right continuous with left limits.
SDE stochastic differential equation.
SDDE stochastic differential delay equation.
EM Euler-Maruyama approximation.
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